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Berlin, 2 February 1940

Measures for deception in the Balkans

P\irpose :

To emphasise the strong G-erman position in the Balkans.

Execution :

OKW Intelligence Division ;

The following idea is to be spread : Germany is prepared for the fact
that the eneny wants to establish a Balkan front from Eioropean Turkey or

Greece, and is prepared to launch a blitz operation with s\:^rd.or forces

against such an atten^jt at the very start. This would of course temporarily
interfere with Germian supplies from Rumania, but in the long run would

strengthen Germany* s position, especially since Italian interests are not to
be affected.

The necessary forces for such an operation are available and are not being

employed in the West. Nevertheless the growth of Weygand’s arny in Syria is
being followed v/ith concern.

Army and Luftwaffe :

The Ariiy and Luftwaffe v/ill use nowly formed units, occupy training areas,
in the south-eastern part of Germany, in order to confirm rumours spread

(cooperation with OICW Intelligence Division) .
etc

by the Intelligence Service

● 9

signed ; Keitel

Chief of Staff, OKW

Fuehrer Headquarters,

20 September 1940

Following the request of the Rxjmanian Government for German training personnel
demonstration troops, the Fuehrer and Supreme Conaaander has made the

following

The Amy and the Luftwaffe are to send military missions to Rumania,

On the sxirface it will be made to appear that it is the task of these missions
jgid Rvunania, our friend, in organising and training her armed forces.

eind
decisions :

to

2  The real tasks which m\ast not be apparent either to the Rumanians or to
our own troops, are as follows :

(a) To protect the oilfields from attacks by a third power and from
destruotion,

(b) To enable the Rumanian armed forces to cony out certain tasks

eicoording to a definite plan drawn up in the interest of Germary.

(c) To 'make preparations for operations by German and Rumanaan forces
Rumania in case we are forced into a war with Soviet Russia,

TbtiS the following are laid down for the work and the composition of the
j^ission and the strength of the demonstration troops :

from

3,
Amy

/(a)
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(aJ For the direct prctection of the oilfields (against sabotage
risirgs) German troops should be used only in special oases. This is rather
the task of the Bumaiiians. The cooperation with the special forces i/diioh
Bre already in the oilfields should not be apparent,

(b) The German demonstration troops should consist at fii^st of

^toriaed division reinforced by tanks,
later, ostensibly for training purposes.

or

one

To what extent they will be reinfox^
remains to be seen.

(o) Training is to be carried out in such a way that some of the
^^ojroes will be trained as model divisions for later use on our side,

e Rumanian Oommand is to be influenced to give these forces preference eia

and equipment. This is for the present more i^ortant than ’
3^1uencing the entire anqy, for example by training the officer corps,
givaaig courses at schools, .etc.

^  tasks of members of the Army Mission in preparation for large-
aie troiop concentrations shoiild be pamo\iflaged.

4.
^fisk of the Luftwaffe Mission consists primarillTy of protectijng the
gainst air attacks by means of demonstration troops, and in trainijw

Q  Air Pca*ce for this purpose and, as far as possible, for later
for operations with the Rumanian army. It is important to m^e prep^^^

e^rpng German forces in possible later operations based in Rumania,

what f* * will decide in accordance with the over-all sit-uation
C.

will be available for the military mission.

5
In order to regrilate questions concerning the military missions of both
®s of tJie Armed Forces which have to be decided on the spot, a common

:  will fee appointed by special order. In other respects the military
'^11 be direotly subordinate to their high commands. In order to
close liaison with the German Legation, the Arroy and the Luftwaffe

oqueated to make their attaches members of the military missions.
are

6, om
Division) in cooperation with the Foreign 0:Jfico

^sodsaiona with Hunga^an authorities for the purpose of
German forces through Hvmgarian territory.

Will i

7
Amy and the Ltaftwaffe are requested to

^*1 What iniasions for Rumania will be available, and

8.
command to be sent for purposes of investigation or as advanced
Fuehrer reported to QEW which will obtain the approval of the

will tok the Foreign Office to announce these officers.

signed : Keitel

Chief of Staff, OKW

Fuehrer Headquarters,

12 November 1940

Direotive No,18

the High Commands for the conduct of the
near fiitufe are to be in auccordanoe with the following guiding

war in

principles '

1. Franoe) '

MjPortugalItalian

2
Felix”)- code name '

against Egypt)
3

/4.

J
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4, The Balkans :

C. in C. Arngr will make preparations to occupy continental Greece

north of the Aegean Sea from Bulgarian bases, if necessary - thus making it

possible to employ Luftwaffe luiits against targets in the eastern
Mediterranean, especially those British air bases which threaten the Rumanian
oilfields.

i
i

To be equal to any eventuality and to keep Turkey in check, plans and
transport; calculations should be based on the assignment of an Array Group
in the strength of approximately ten divisions.

Jugoslavia cannot be counted on for transporting these forces,
shorten the period required for the movement, plans for reinforcing the
German military mission in R\amania before very long are to be prepared and
submitted to me,

C.- in C. Luftwaffe v/ill, in accordance with prospective Array operations,

prepare to assign Luftwaffe units to the south-eastern Balkans and a
Luftwaffe signal service unit to the southern border of Bxjlgaria,

The Luftwaffe Mission in 'Rumania will be augmented to the extent

● proposed to me,

-  * E^ilgserian requests for arms and anuaunition for their arp^y are to bo met

The railroad running throug

if possible,

(Russia)

(Landing in British Isles - code name "Seeloewe”)

5.

6.

j
h

In order to

I expect reports of the Cor.urianders-in-Chicf regarding measures referred
After they have been received I shall issue ordersthis directive,

7.

the method of execution as well as chiunological coordination
to in

concerning
the individual actions.of

Special precautions eire to be takeji to sfifeguard secreci'’ by limiting
pecially toThis refersnumber of those w'orking on the preparations,

enterprise in Spain and to plans concerning the islands in the Atlantic.
the
the

Adolf" Hitlersigned;

Amy Headquarters,

6 Bcceraiber 1940

C. in'C. Luftwaffe - Luftwaffe Operations Staff

In accordance with Directive No .13 these Luf'bwaffe xinits will be

^j^gidered necessary for the intended operation against the Balkans :

Fo£.A?™S7-0.opperation :

Reoonnaissanae Forces :

for 1st Amy Headquax'ters
for the Kleist Group)
for XXXX Amy
for XI Any C
for XIV ;jn.y Cor]ps
for
for

for 2nd, 5th, 9 th and 11th Panaer Divisions 1 panaer recce Staff el each,

latogother : 1 long-range, 6 amy and 4 jJanzer recce Staffeln,

/Since

To !

1.

(a)
1 long range Staffel

Corps
orpa 1 iimy recce, Staffel each
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Since units which are intended for the operation ’’Seeloewe” or which are
attached to other amor iinits cannot be withdrawn for this purp)ose and the
reconnaissance Staffeln under the command/of the Mr Officer with C. in C. Amy
are not sufficient, it is requested that the following be immediately
seconded to and placed under the command of C. in C, Amy :

1 Icujg-i^range recce Staffel for the 1st iVrny Headquarters
6 amor recce Staff eln

nameily j

from Luftflotte 1 : 4(H)/32 for XXXX Amy Corps
H 5(h)/32 for XI Amy Coip)s

from huftflotte 3 : 2(H)/31(Pz) for the 5th Panzer Division
'  5(H)/13 for XXX Amy Corps

A(Hj/22 for XIV Arny Corps
X 1(h)/13 for the Kleist Groiap

H a marginal note states that these two were deleted later.

Anti-aircraft units :

1 flak battery
1 flak battery (self-propelled mounting)

for three infantry divisions which v/ill be engaged on independent tasks
particularly exposed to air attack (narrow valleys in mountainous country)
and whose air protection cannot be guaranteed by the Corps

3 light flak batteries (tractor drawn)

f  each corps
for each panzer division

Altogether : 6 flak, 4 li^t flak (self-propelled) and 3 light flak
(tr-actor toawn) batteries*

Besides l/l4 Flak Battery (then in Leipzig) for the XTV Arw Corps and
92nd Light Flak Battery for the 2nd Panzer Division, an allocation will be
requQ3-bed from those flak units which ware subordinate to the Amy during the
operations in the West and whioh ore not designated for operation "Seeloewe",

Operational Mr Foroe ;

For cooperation with the jVmy a dive-boniber Gesohwader of three Stuka
Gruppen will be requested.

2.

Ary reoonhaissance, bGnl)er, filter, and anti-aircraft xjnits necessary
for the operation are to be determined by 0. in G, Air,

Information is requested as to when and where the proposed formations
can ba nmde available. Further it is requested that airfields in

^uftlotte 4 area are secured for the reconnaissance Staff eln to enable the
toffeln to work in cooperation with Amy Headquarters,

signed : Haider

Fuehrer Headquarters,

8 December 1940

1- C. tn Gi Luftwaffe will sand 4 officers (in civilian dress) to Bulgaria
to gather information.

2.
4. -n Navy will send 2 officers and 1 official (in civilian dress)
to Bulgaria to detenniho v/hat aid con be given to Bulgaria in coastal defence,

/The
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The branches of the iirmed Forces are requested to contact OEff Intelligence

Division directly regaI^adng the time of departure of the investigating
groi^)3.

for Chief of Staff OKW

signed ; Warlimont

OKH Operations Staff,

9 December 19V)

Assembly directions for the 12th iimy

1, The political situation may make it necessary to occiJpy Greek
via Bulgaria, ' There is also a possibility that the operation may be con x
into Thessaly,

Bulgariaf in view of the weakness of her land defences, ^evertheless
cover ofwith carefully avoid openly talcing the side of Germany; she

support the preparations of the German High Command - although unaer
strict camoiiflage - and eventually offer no resistance to the ^ Greece
troops into her territory. Her active participation in the attack on
is not to be counted upon. It can however be expected that Bulga^^®-
first of all defend her southern and especially her south-eastern iro
with her own forces and will at the same time take into consi<l®^^^^°^

requirements of the Gennan High Command,

will

in her
Rtaaania will permit and assist the assembly of the German forces

territoiy.

The occupation of Greek Macedonia, if this shovild be necessary,
be dependent on a simultaneous resumption of the Italian offensive

The code-word for the operation is "Marita”.

w

xn

2,

ill not
iUbania,

The enemy3.

(S’) Greek Macedo3iia
4*vi fi*ve GrTeek

The present grouping of the Greek forces and their strengt^n ■*
int’antiy divisions and half of a cavalry division - allow it to be e ^
that the Greeks, in view of the forces which will be interpreted as J
to her Macedonian teridtory, are determined to defend themselves, re y
the field fortifications along their frontier.

Changes in the political situation and the threat to Macedonia fro
strong German forces may however induce the Greek High Command
Thrace and easterTi Macedonia, In that case the defence of the
Karasu sector may come into question, and this could be dona by
njountain ridge which blocks the entiy towards the west and the Strymon g g
south-east of Petrich (this appeeirs to be protected by some modem
fortifications) or even by a defence of the river Strymon sector, with e
northern wing resting on the Jugoslav frontier.

The entry of British forces (ono or tv/o divisions to begin with) into the
Macedonian theatre of war is not excliaded.

(b) Txorkey in E\iropo

An attack by Turkey on Bulgaria to prevent the Germans marchiixg ttoo^h
against Greek Macedonia is hardly probable. If however Bulgaria, without
the prospect of swii't and strong Gorman support, were exposed to ar att^k
by the numerically superior forces standing ready in European Txirkey, then

/the
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the possible outcome miist be assessed, having regaini to the gaps in the
Bulgarian mobilisation ageanst a Turkish attack. Edime (Adriatiople) - Stara
Zagora and Edime - Plovdiv must be considered as the central lines of such
an attack.

For an appreciation of the eneny see suplement number 1.

4. Directive for the 12th

(a) Task

The 12th Anny will deploy in Rumania in such a maomer that from 7 February
1941 it is ready to march into Bulgaria within twelve hours on the command of
OKH, to cover the advance to the G-reco-Bvilgarian frontier by throwing forward
strong defence forces against any reaction from Turkish territory, and to

. orpBs the southern Bulgarian frontier on 22 March to occupy Greek Macedonia
and Greek Thrace,

With the advance through Bvilgaria is to be secured:

protection against Turkey such that a Turkish attack could be answered at
once by a German counter-attack which wo\iLd throw the Turkish forces back
over the Turkish frontier and create favourable conditions for an early attack

sgainst, the Turkish forces in Thrace by the enqoloyment of stronger German

forces;, swift taking over by German troops of the defences on the southern
frontier of Bulgaria;

preparation for the attack in sizch a way that the invasion of Groek^

territory ,oan follow as quickly as possible on the advance through Bulgaria,

(o) Preparations for the attack on Greece so that  a strong right wi^ of
the 12th j'lrmy on X-^Day can cross the Greoo-Bulgarian frontier, annihilate
the oneny forces in Macedonia and take possession of Salonica and the
^rthern coast of the Aegean Sea,

It must here be the task of strong and fast-moving units operating on
the right wing to gain the Salonica district and bridgeheads over the river
Vardor as soon as possible, after fighting their way out of the Rhodope
mountains, to bar the retreat of the defeated enemy towards Thessaly and

ensure for the 12th Amy the possibility of a rapid continuation of the
offensive over the river Vardar in a south-westerly direction.

The operation of weaker motorised forces via Gumxiljina (Komotird) to
roll vqp the enony front from the east is to be considered.

Rapid occiqpatipn of the Greek district south-west of Edime (iidrianoplc)
and an early establishment of an adequate defence line on the lower Maritsa
ore important,

Gamouflajase arid direotiona

Directions to ary necessary extant are only to be imparted to the staff
officers necesaary for the scheme down to the oonanonders and higher staff
officers of divisions, the rQeonnaissanoe elements and individual officers
whose closer briefing is neqossary.

No apooiol instructions are to be given to the trcop coratnanderc beyond
the statement of an imminent assignment in the central niountoins.

The appropriate meaaurea ore to be camouflaged urp to the entry into
Bulgaria os reinforcements for the training units and after the entry into
Bulgaria, as long os the situation permits, as protective measures against
an impending Turkish attack on Bulgaria,

6, 12th Jdmv OommorkL is to siibmLt by 12 December, on the basis of the
assembly directions:

5.

/(a)
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(a) proposals for the direction of the operations

a time-table for the period of the movements up to the termination of

the preparations for the offensive

requirements in the way of Lioftwaffe operations

requirements desired of the Biilgarian General Staff

signed: Haider

.  (b)

(»)

(a)

Supplement 1, Appreciation of the eneny

I, Greek Macedonia

1. The immediate defence of the frontier will be made by troops o

iVontior Guard, In the Gumuljina (Komotini) - Sidhirokastron frontier
about 6 to 8 battalions v/hich are distributed between the ^ north of
crossings (north of Komotini, north of Xanthi, north of of Komotini
Serrai), A further two to three battalions are stationed e

and these have been reinforced by regular troops*

The troops of the Frontier Gviard are well trained bu medium machine
incompletely armed. They have at their disposal only „  but no heavy

the
guns and each battalion has at the most one or two lig^^'*' ® jmowledge of
weapons. Their special characteristic is an exceptional
country.

tioned frontier
Blocking and destruction of the roads from the above-men

crossings is definitely to be expected, ^

The eneny main defence line runs roughly along the of Xanthi) "

cast of Komotini) - 6 Icrn, north of Komotini - Moimtain north of peruh -
Gabrova - the river Mesta Karasu from Jenik (Yeni Karasu; to ^^i^j^okastron
the Phalakron Mountains - Moimtain 1376 (due north of Seirai;

Neon Petritsi (on the river Strymon) ,

2.

to
steeply
of high
room for
tons.

The country - southwards from the frontier rising  P ^
1500 metres - offers good defence possibilities. 1"^
mountainous character. The roads are narrow and there is s

traffic to pass. The bridges generally can bear loads up o

The main battle line is strengthened by well camouflage ^ concrete

fortifications; in some places - especially on the °'°^^f^^^^^tillcry)
installations have been erected. Stronger installations (an they
are to be especially expected on both sides of Sidhirokastron, f>Qj»tifica-tions

However, a continuous system oextend as far as the frontier,
does not exist.

The main defence line is at present held by five under
(including one reserve infantry division)* which propahly are S” ^
one Anny H,Q. (2nd ? Amy)(lV and V Amy Corps). As amy - is
brigade of the 1st Cavalry Division - at present south-west oi hitherto
available. As long os the campaign in Albania claims the forces father
in operation th6re, at the most one mor^ reserve division by

this reserve is at present being form^troops can be brought up;
paloponneae.

Nothing is yet known about the presence of British Thi^^^d
of one or two infantry divisions must however be reckoned with, mouth
be ,in Dedeagach (Alexandroupolis) » Kavalla, Eraklitsa (Cajeza, & qftlonioa
of the Strymon) or Salonica. The best ports for landing troops are
and Kavalla; Eraklitsa has with British help for  a year past been

/up
. ?^fO?65/IP/9/^, 9/35
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up for this purpose', hut has at the moment only small unloading capacity.

Air bases for the northern Greek front are; Salonica (water and land)
Serrai, Drama, Kavalla (land) and Dedeagach (water and land) . The British’
have in addition established air bases on Lemnos and other Aegean islands.

3. Fighting quality of the enemy

Kie armament and eqioipment of the Greek troops does not come up to
modem requirements* Above all the infantiy entirely lack mortars, anti
tank guns and infantiy guns. But it is possible that a few of these weapons -
especially anti-tank guns - have now been delivered from Britain, Certainly
anti-aircraft gear will have been delivered from Britain,

It is worth noti^ that the artillery regiments of the Greek regtalar
|iviaions are exclusively equipped with 7*5 cm, mountain guns. The reserve'

isions ppobably have only weaker artillery. Heavy artillery exists only
Corps troops (with the IV and V Amy Corps together are four batteries

of 10 pm. Cannon and six batteries of 15 cm. medium field howitzers).
heavy artillery is motorised. There exists only one battalion of armoured

^hicles (ijO tanks)« It comes \ander the Cavalry Division, It is likely
that the tank battalion has been \jnited with the motorised infantry regimsnt
to form a motorised brigade.

as

The

The ammunition position is with the exception of infantry ammunition bod,
For lack of munitions factories of their own, si:pplies have hitherto had to

procured from abroad. It is to be supposed that at the moment Britain
provides their minimum needs in munitions, ●

The quality of the troops is good. The soldiers from northern Greece
recognised oa especially toi:gh. Their technical development as v/ell

Qa tho^ general battle training is however backv/ard. Similarly the oor^g
^  officers is not trained to DiOdem standards. The bearing of all grades
®an bo Considered as conforming to pattern.

To summarise it can be said that the Greek anry is vastly inferior to the
^rman troops.

II.
in Eiiro-pQ

The Turkish forces are deployed with main concentrations in Turkish
Qon^^ Straits, Since the commencement of the Italo-Greek

^ these forces have been further reinforced and have now reached a
strength of

1.

28 infantiy divisions
2 cavalry divisions
1 rootoriaed/mechanised division
1 brigade of fortifications troops
1 brigade of frontier guards

grouped in three armies;

of the West:
of the East:

Afny of the Dardanelles;

With headquartei

They

^ at Edimo (Adrianople)
with headquarters at Kirk Kilissa (Kirklareli)

with headquarters at Ohanak (Canakkale),
These
Corlu ooEiprise Anry Group Thrace, with headquarters at present at
the tn* + the troops are advanced right up to the frontier. At
the available as arry or groxrp reserves XX Amy Corps in
MurAhT-} (pinarhisar) , IV Amy Corps in the Corlu-

T O ^ (Tekirdag) area, the 2nd and 4th Cavalry Divisions in the
.  _® urgoe - Baboesld - Bvyuk, Further atrengening by the rose of
roops from Anatolia is hardly to be expected as the present massing of

TliraCe has already led to considerable provisioning and supply
difficulties. Also the aocommiedation of the troops is so insufficient

/that
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that repeated epidemics have broken out. In addition, the Anatolian troops

(altogether 22 infantry divisions, two cavaliy divisions and three bidg^es of
frontier guards) are tied down to the defence of the frontiers of Asia J£Lnor,

2, ● The defence of Thrace is hinged on the line of fortifications which has
been under oonstmxstion for a long timej these generally do not exceed the
proportions of reinforced field fortifications; The following lines are
loiown:

a) Pristan (igne Ada) - Samakov - Uskub - Kirk Kilissa - Edime,

“bj Midye - Saray - Muratli - Rodosto, „
o) Terkos - Yazi Euren - Catalca - Bogados (so-called ’'Catalca

In addition the Bosphorus (both shores) and the Dardenelles are
the northern land approach to the Gallipoli peninsula is blocked by
fortifications on both sides of Kavak, Details of the positions
of the fortifications are not at the moment known.

The terrain on the whole is undulating without any great
height with the exception of the Stranja Balkans (istranca range;
north-eastern part of Thrace, Nvonerous north-south flowing ̂ ^T^^^gatly
oariy a lot of water, especially in the autumn and spring, could gr jnarshy
hainper movements from the west towards the east. The Maritsa an
banks form an obstacle.

line) ,

fortified;

325(3. nature

in

^ghting quality of the Turkish troops3^*

The armament and equipment of the Turkish units is not everyv'^ only
uniform and - especially in the reserve formations - not of
arnang with light and medium machine gxjns is probable. The anti'
anti-tank gvins, mortars and infantry guns, tanks, light and heavy
aircraft artillery has not been removed in spite of former Frenc^
help which is now being received from the British Infantry J -,,ns

are

- old fiel*^

no

available at all; as a stopgap - as far as available

t
are

\yexng en^ioyed. Anti-tank gvin and mortar equipment is very
Oniy 2CX) tanks are fully serviceable, 150 armoured vehicles

are

gjifluunitio^*
^estimated atFurthermore there is an exceptional shortage of artill®^

»nh© present supply of artillery ammunition in the Turkish
gjoout 6 airanunition issues of 250 rounds for each gm of all period
■fjhat at the moment artillery ammunition is only available for a ^ -j^^tter and
of l®rge-scale fighting. Supplies of machine-gun ammunition ar

be considered as sufficient.

The Tiirkish air force has been considerably strengthened dur^S training
year with assistance from the British, The grovind organisation
gX& however still inadequate and the stocks of bombs and anti-airc
oi®nunition are small.

So

The troops are svifficient in numbers and capable of endviranoe,
   ̂  ^ _   on Geimian

ohows particular deficiencies in coordination of weapons, in reoo good,
0jTd in the use of terrain. The rata of march of the Turkish troops

The Turkish officers are brave and well-equipped. They
5,0ck herwever a sense of reality; they are not tinned for indepe^ leeuders
^jcoept for the present Chief of the General Staff most of the hagh© -of

average persons and are only superficially intimate with the que
jjifjdem Warfare,

To summarise it can be said that the Turkish arny has grown only in
j-alatlon to its ir.niiediate neighbours - with the exception of Rxissaa,
v/ith a modemly equipped and led arcy - especially the German ansy -
iriforior in defence and attack.

action

Compar

.

ed
it is

/Si^ggloment 2,

r>. 2A0265/IP/9/49/35
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Sxjmtnaiy of forces and orgainisation into Aiofmarschstaffeln
(composite forces of a varying number of divisions and
other units)

Supplement 2»

1. Forces

12th Amy G.H.Q.
1st Panzer Group
H.Q, Staffs of XXXX, XI, XIV, XVIII and XXX Army Corps
2nd, 5th, 9th and^llth Panzer Divisions
60th Infantry Division (motorised)
"Adolf Hitler" SS Division
5th and 6th Ifoimtain Divisions
50th, 72nd, 73rd, l64th, 46th, 56th, 183rd, 198th, 294th and 76th Infantiy
Divisions

125th infantry Regiment

2. Orgi^aation into Axafmarschstaffeln

i Aufroarsohstaffel

l2th Amy G.HiQ.
1st Panzer Gm>up
XXXX Amy Corps H.Q. Staff and Corps troops
9th Panzer Division
60th Infantry (motorised) (without tracked vehicles)
XIV Amy Corps H.Q. Staff and Corps troops
5th and Hth Panzer Divisions
"Adolf Hitler” SS Division
XXX Amy Corps H.Q, Staff and Corps troops
164th Infantry Division
50th 72nd Infantry Divisions - to be ready from 1 January
One-third of the G.H.Q. troops
50 Luf^affe transport xmits
50 Stqpply transport units

II Aufmarsohstaffel

XVIII Amy Corps H.Q. Staff and Corps troops
5th ar^ 6th Mountedn Divisions
2nd Panzer Division (without tracked vehicles)
fwo-thirds of the G.H.Q. troops
73rd Infantry Division (to be ready from 15 January)
125th Infantry Regiment
Tracked vehicles of the 2nd Panzer Division

Tracked vehicles of the 69th Infantry Division (motorised)
Tracked vehioles of the G.H.Q, and Corps troops

III Aufmarschataffe1

XI itrny Corps H.Q. Staff and Corps troops
46th, 56th, 183rd, 198th and 294th Infantry Divisions - to be ready

from 15 January
76th Infantry Division - to be ready from 1 Pebrnaary
Reraaindef of the supply transports

Supplement 3, Luftwaffe formations

A. Reponnaiasanoe fofoaa for the 12th Amy

4(H)/22

2(H)/31 P2

for lot Panzer Groxip
for XIV /kTiTy Corps (Hot,) and

5th Panzer Division
/for XXXX
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i(ii)M pzfor XXXX krwy Corps and
2nd Panzer Division

for XI Am\y Corps
for XVIII Amiy Corps
for XXX Anpy Corps
for 9th Panzer Division
for 11th Panzer Division

Altogether 4 arn^ co-op and 4 panzer recce Staffeln

4(h}/32
2(h)/10

5(h)/13
1(h)/23 Pz
3(h)/21 Pz

carried out hyOperational air reconnaissance for the 12th Amy will he

the long-range recce Staffeln of Pliegerkorpa VIII according to
requirements of the 12th Arny,

B. Anti-aircraft units

for each corps and for 1st Panzer Grot^ - 1 flak battery
for each panzer division - 1 light flak hatteiy (motorised ;
and in addition 3 light flak batteries (motorised traoto3>-drawn;

Altogether 6 flak, 4 light flak (mot.s.p.) and 3 light flak
(tractor-drawr^ batteries.

Unit number

self-

Entraining date in prese

propelling)

nt
operatidnai

1 January

12 January 19^
13 January 1941

area

l/Plok Regiment 37

Light Flak Battery 74 (motorised)
l/Plak Regiment 6l
Il/Plak Regiment 24

Light Plak Battery 73 (motorised)
L^ht Plak Battery 76 (self-propelled)
Light Plak Battery 83 (self-propelled)
l/Plak Regiment 14
l/Plak Regiment 43,
l/Plak Regiment 64

Light Plak .Battery 71 (self-propelled)

Light Plak Battery 85 (motorised)
Light Plak Battery 86 (self-propelled)

Operational Air Force (detailed for cooperation with the

Staff of Fliegerkorps VIII with;

2 long-range recce Staffeln -bomber
1  reinforced bomber Geschwader (3 StiAca Gruppen and 1  ̂j^ghter
1 fighter Gesohwoder (2 S.E, fighter Gruppen and 1

15 January 1941

12th

Gr

0-

uppe)
Gruppe;

December 1940
Berlin, 10ij^e Fuehrer and Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces

bases
from ItalianSubject: Assignment of German air force units to fight

(Special Operation "Mittelmeer'')

approx imat e lyIn agreement with o\at allies, German air imits amounting to time
0, Oesohwader are to be assigned as quickly as possible (for a lino, e
fjnly) to fight from Mediterranean beises in southern Italy.

Their most important mission is to attack the British fleet,

in the harboTor of i'llexandria, and to combat eneny traffic througi^ t
^onal and throvigh the strait between Sicily and the North African coos .

Hov/ever, the critical situation in the Mediterranean may moke it neoessW
td use them in the Ionian or the Aegean Seas also. Therefore their assxgnmenu

a, 2iiG265/Tp/9/A9/35'
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is to "be arranged in accrord with the Italian High Command,

Since Germany is not in a state of war with Greece, no hostile actions
may he undertaken directly against the latter for the time being.

signed: Adolf Hitler

OKL Operations Staff Headquarters, 12 December 1940

The Air Attache in Sofia is exploring the operational possibilities of
a Fliegerkorps in the Bialgarian theatre. The Air Attache in Sofia will be
placed under Luffcflotte 4 as regards investigation and all preparatory
measures for the setting up of the ground organisation in Bulgaria,

This reconnaissance is to be carried out so that  a Pliegerkorps can
assemble in. the area aroimd Bucharest and be transferred at short notice

and be sent into action in the Salonica area (main effort) and against
Jjemnos and the Turkish front.

Forces expected to be required for this purpose are;

1 staff of a Pliegerkorps with 1 air signals regiment
1 mixed bomber Geschwader (3 Gruppen of dive-bombers and 1 ● Gruppe

of Ju 88‘s)
2 long-range recce Staffeln
3 S.E, fighter Gruppen
1 T.E. fighter Gruppe
3 mixed flak batteries

Groiind reconnaiasdnce is to be carried out in connection v;ith the
expected occupation of the airfields by Bulgarian Air Force units. C, in c,
Luftwaffe will accoidingly issue instructions to Luftflotte 4 as to v/hich
measures in connection with the getting up of the Biolgarian ground organisation
^e more urgently required by the High Command and which are to be left to
the Bulg^an High Command,

jeschonneksigned:

The Supreme Commander of the Armed Forces Fuehrer Headquarters,

13 December I940

Directive No, 20

Operation ”Marita”

The outcome of the battles in Albania is still uncertain. In- view of the
situation in Albania it is particularly important to keep the

British from establishing an air base under the protection of a Balkan
front, which would be a threat to Italy as well as to the Rumanian
ollfiGlda,

Hy plan is therefore os follows ;

1.

2.

(a) To set up a gradually increasing force in Southern Rimnania during the
coming months.

/(^)
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(!>) When favoijrable v/eather begins, probably in March, to send this force
to ooc\;5)y the northern Aegean coast by way of Bulgaria, and if necessary to
occupy the entire G-reek mainland (operation "Marita")# The si^port of
BiiLgaria is to be expected.

3, The following should be kept in mind in assembling the force ;

(a) The l6th Panzer Division, arriving in December, will become part of the
Military Mission, the tasks of which are imchanged thereby.

(b) Subsequently a force of approximately 7 divisions (= I ‘^^^^^^r-ces for
is to be transferred to Southern Rumania^ Siifficient engineer

preparing the Danube crossing can be integrated into the 3^ request
l6th Panzer Division (as demonstration troops). C. in C. Danube,
ny decision at the proper time concerning their assignment at tn

(o) Preparations should be made to the transport additional
the entire force intended for operation "Marita" has been assemo

24 divisions),

assembled.being
soil#(d) The Luftwaffe miast provide air protection for the force

and prepare command posts and supply installations on Rumanian

Operation "Mairita" itself should be prepared on the following

(a) The first objective of the operation is to occupy
Salonica valley. It may become necessary to continue the
gjjd the Isthm^as of Corinth.

^]b) The Bulgarian Amy will be in charge of flank protection
Turlcey» but in addition German troops should be held in readme^-
reinforcements ,

It is uncertain whether other Bulgarian forces will

attack# Likewise it is not possible to predict the Jugoslo-V
th© present time.

k.

the Aegean
attack

towa

basis :

coast and
Larissa

via

rds
as

in the
at

advance

(^d) Tt will be the task of the Luftwaffe to support the amy occupy
effectively, eliminate the enemy air force, and as far as possi

British bases on Greek islands by meems of airborne landings# toare

should be(0) Tt will be decided later to what extent the Italiata
in operation "Marita" J and how the operations

^ ordinated.

The great political consequences on the Balkans of the m

prepo^rations require careful planning of all such measures by

00

military
the High

throxigh

first
of troops
them atThe formed Forces High Command will report the tronspo^

and their arrival in Rumania step by step, explaining
j-einforcements of the Military Mission in Rumania#

Conferences with the Rumanians or the Bulgarians which might

jLjidioations of o\ir plans, as well as notification of the
aubjoo’*' to my approval in each case. The same applies to the
gcputing missions and advance commands.

as

of

■used for
After operation "Marita" it is planned to withdraw the forces

j%0W assignments.

I expect reports from the Commanders in Chief preparations
the Amy has already reported. Exact timetables for the pxi^ 1
should Be stibmittea to me, ^ well as plans for the neoessa^ laave) .
from armament industry (re-forming of divisions on speoxax

iidolf Hitlersigned:
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Fuehrer Headquarters,

19 December 1940

He : Directive XX No, 20

Recomraend^tions of OKH - .

Conpimoatioji from .Chief of Staff, OM to General Hansen, dated 24 November
1940 (copy forwarded to QKH)

»■■■ Preparations for "Marita' I

, 1* Ehe sT^estion of OKH to make a display of the accompanying transport
columns of the l6th Panzer Division in front of the Rumanians as a security
measure against compHcations in the Balkans, especially a threat to the oil
district, will he adapted,

in addition the following are authorised :

Despatch to Rumania of an advance detachment for  I Aiofmarschstaffel of
the Aimy and the corresponding section of the Luftwaffe;

Discussions and arrangements with the Rumanian General Staff, with the
restrietipn that the aiitis of the offensive are not to he discussed;

Gyrations of engineer forces on the Danube;

Measures of the Chief of Military Transport for producing the maximum
effic:^a3y on the Hungarian and Rumanian railway systems.

The legation in Bucharest is to keep a check on progress through the
Chief of.the idlitary Mission and to participate in fundamental questions.

2* The Hungerian and Rumanian governments will he informed through the
Foreign Office of the strength of “"the incoming German transports in two phases*

(a) at once; about transports up to the middle of January^

(h) about 2 Janutuy; about transports fCr the second half of January,

OKH is to give oozresponding data, inclxiding Lxaftwaffe transports
soon as possible to OKW (Pprei^pi Seotioh and Operational Staff Defence
08p£Q^t#m6n'ti} ● ●

» as

Tho Rumanian General Staff is to he informed through che Chief of the
German Military idasion.

All measures which allow the intention of marching into Bulgaria to he
revealed arc to begin as late as possible.

On the Danube work is only to begin on the construction of bridges when
is assured and stronger components of I A\iftnaraohst€Lffel have

arrived in southern Rumania, Smaller and locally diatribijted work (e,g,
assembly of bridge sections and so on) can conmenoe previously.

Also German preparations in Bulgaria on the lines of the reconnaissanoe
already taking place may only coratnenoe so as to be completed at the latest
possible moment. This applies both to preliminary transport of fuel oil,
eto,, as wall as to bridging preparations on the southern bank of the Danube,

The strengthening of the road bridges along the advance routes towards
Sofia and Plovdiv is to be requaeted of the Bulgarian General Staff in
accordance v/ith more detailed' direotione from the c, in C, Amy through the
Reconnoiesanoe Staff in Sofia (Bulgarian labour, Gorman financial assistance),
The Foreign Office will tmdertoke corresponding action with the B\Jlgarion
Government,

3.

ear oover

/4.‘
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2f, The Commanders-in-chief are requested to prepare by 30 December

tables covering aJLl the measures drawn up for the preparatory period ana
continuation of operation "Marita”.

Special instructions from OIW (including the question of foreign
exchange) follow.

signed : Keitel

Chief of Staff, OKW

Staff,
pSL Operations
Headquarters,

19- December 19¥)

Operational instructions for operation "Marita!!.
the

arried out in
1, The transfer of Pliegerkorps VIII to Rumania is to be c
following time phases ;

I  To arrive in the Luftgau XVII

Stab Pliegerkorps VIII
2/(P) 11

7/L.G.2(from Luftflotte 2)
Stuka-Geschwader 2, with 3 Stuka-Gruppen

Stab J.G.27 with II and IIl/j,G.27
Flak Regiment 201, with l/piak Regiment 6

l/Plak Regiment 19
l/Plak Regiment 23

Pliegerkorps VIII must arrive in Rumania with all the

subordinate \jnits by 7 February 1941.

by 15 January 19^^ ●area

a mentionedbove-

them onewithtaketo
2, The flak batteries of the 201st Flak Regiment are
issue of ammunition eanh. be putto

On arrival in Rumania the anti-aircraft and fighter ^

into operation for the protection of the oilfield distric^» j^ssioJ^
agreement between Pliegerkorps VIII and the German Luftwaii
^uiT*ania»

to

Transport for
,rted to

of
The Quartermaster General is to arrange with the

provisions from Germany to be immediately tr
Rumania, before the andval of the formations.

signed : Jeschonnek

Headquarters,

21 December 194D

German military preparations in the Balkans

The Military Mission in Rianania which originally consisted

r division, a few Luftwaffe formations and by a further

Fuehrer

13 to 25 December) .

■panz&r
jlilitary Academy and similar institutions will now bo
pans®** division (transport throxagh Hungary to Rumania from

/In
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In addition the Fuehrer has now ordered the concentration in southern

Rumania of a st3X>ng force independent of the Military Mission, of which
Field Marshal List has been appointed leader. Its task will be to advance

if necessary through friendly Bxilgaria, without touching Jugoslavia or
Turkish territory, ais far as the Aegean coast - or even f\rrther into Greece
as the situation demands - and so eliminate the British from this theatre.

The possibility of such a German move has already been pointed out by the
Chief of OKI to General Antonescu during his visit to Berlin at the end of

Jfovember, General Antonesou gave his consent and only asked that his

people be spared material burdens as far as possible, which was promised
him.

It is intended that during the operations the BuLLgajrian Amy will take
over the protection of the flank facing Turkey; military intervention by

the latter however is considered improbable. 'Whether Jugoslavia will follow
up a German attack by seizing Salonica cannot be foreseen.

In detail the timetable of the military moves is as follows :

Rumania

21 December

The Chief of the German Military Mission (General Hansen) has been
instructed to annoxmoe at once in cooperation with the German Legation the
fonnatiesna whioh will be arriving in Rumania up to the middle of January,
At the same time General Hansen will state that the reinforcement is being

®ade in view of the situation in the Balkans and especa.ally for the
protection of the oilfields. The transports following in the second half
of January are to be similarly announced on 2 January,and any further movements
step hy step.

General Hansen has been authorised to discuss the matter and make

arrangen^nts with the Rumanian General Steiff, v/ith the stipulation that the
plans for the offensive (via Bxilgaria) are not to bo disoxossed) ●

End of Deceaiber - beginning of January

●  German engineer units T/ill appear on the Rumanian bank of the Danube,
Prepartions for crossing the river (pontoon-bridge bmlding, etc.) - carried
out with all concealraeht possible — will become more evident as the month of
January proceeds.

In southern Rumania German troops will be continually arriving by railway
transport (especially annoured and motorised formations) ●

In Hungary and Rumania from 0000 hoxors on 1 January 19A1 'the military
railway timetable must be introduced on certain stretches, because of the

inore^e in ti*oop and supply transport. It will then be necessary to
restrict somewhat the oommeroial and paissenger traffic of the country.

The Chief of Military Transport is commissioned to discuss the
necessary measures in both countries. Support by way of appropriate
steps by the Foreign Office and the closest cooperation with the Chief
ef the GermanMilitary Mission in Bucharest seems to be called for.

End, of Janni^iy

addition to the greater distribution round the country of the
mlitary ItLasion (2 panzer divisions and Luftwaffe formations) , by this
tame 7 or 8 German divisions will be stationed in southern Rtmoania,'

Whether eventually further strong forces will be brought in has not yet
been dogidod.

/Bulgaria
G,2A0265/IP/S/49/35
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Bulgaria

In Bulgaria at the moment is the "Reconnaissance Staff Sofia" consisting

of 15 arn^ officers, and also a small reconnaissance groi:^ from both the Navy

ani Luftwaffe, The most important task of these staffs^ who are wearing

civilian dress, is to check up on the roads and operational conaitions.
The leader of the "Reconnaissance Staff Sofia" (Colonel Zeitxler)

commissioned to request the Bulgarian General Staff to strengthen a

bridges (with Bulgarian labour). German financial assistance will pro a
be forthcoming.

IS

The laying out of rations and supply depots in Bulgaria- will be
provi,ded for later as the situation develops.

of
Reconnaissance activity v/ill probably be increased in ° Danube

January. As the time for building the pontoon bridges oyer (dependent
approaches, (this at the moment cannot be determined and is ^ill
on weather conditions) the German intent to inarch into the ooun J
become more evident.

To sum up : the impression is that the German entry into -

cause unrest in the Balkans and probably also in Soviet -giitration
possibility is not to be ruled out that the mere fact of the ^ attitude
G

o

erman troops on the Danube v/ili cause the Greeks to yield in t

and thus ib is desired that the impression of a strong concentra
forces is given with the means available.

of

f

.  Ti ● . ’ r>Vi cal - oertainry
Soviet Russia can receive as ans'v/er to the questions themselves

be expected, that Germany canriot tolerate the British ● ^*^tite Pact
in the Balkans, and moreover now that Ruiiuinia has joined the been
Germany is bound to protect her-. The concentration of forces
carried out for these reasons are however in no \/ay directed ta,
even the concentration haus V^een confined exclusively to southern ^

It will be of importance to Russia that Germany intends no

against Jugoslavia or Turkey.

The Italians will for the time being only be advised ii'i is
the Military Atteiche in Rome that t]ie German iniiitary mission in ‘
to be reinforced by several divisions.

action

tern^i by

signed : Jodi

OKL Headquarters,

23 December ISUO

(including amendments dated 21 Mar<-h
h  1941)

Operational directions for "aku^ita"

1. British efforts to establish an air base under the proteobion
Balkan front, which would be a danger to Italy and to the RumaniJUi oiliic f
muat be frustrated.

The Fuehrer and Supremo Commander intends therefore :

(a) lo set up

(b) v/hen favourable v/eather begins - probably in March -
of BulgsJ^^®^ to occupy the northern Aegeai; coast and the

inclxiding ‘^h® islands of Thasos, Samothrace, Lemnos and the Cyclade

dvu-ing Janu
gradually increasing force in southern Rumaniaa

to send bViis forc

0

/

ary.

e by
entire t'rreek mainland

Code name
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Code najne for the operation; "Marita",

2, Rumania vdll pennit and assist the assemhly of the German forces in her
temtoxy.

^  s\^port the preparations of the German troops under cover
the. closest camouflage and will offer no resistance to the entry of the

GWBah'/troops xnto her teridtory. Her active participation in the attack
Greece xs not to be counted «■

on
upon,

3. Bneny appreciation see S^;5>plement No.l.

ent^ted the 12th Army (at; present in Vienna) with the
out of the operatxon and has issued the following directive ;

(a) Task;

carrying

^  Axmy will deploy in Rxamarjaa in such a manner that from
jj rua^ ig^ it is ready to march into BtxLgaria within 12 hours,
con^nd of the OKH, to cover the advance to the Greece - Bulgaria frontier

forward strong defence forces against aiy reaction from Turkish
OToss the southern Bulgarian frontier on 22 March to

Greek l^edonia and Greek Thrace,

on the

occupy

^sistance is to be broken as quickly as possible, the Greek
ATifl Pindus Mountains as well as Attica is to be quickly tal-en
<a4 finally the Belopomeee is to be occupied.

ananw e ^ depend on the prevention of the withdrawal to the west
operating in the district east of the Vardar and their

into same time on forcing as quickly as possible an entry

of tli

set -un ^ moi^tain ooxjntry west of Salonica before the eneny is eible to
are ^ ih strength in this district. Finally, fast moving forces
order to w 'without delay in the direction of Larissa and Athens in

lO'event the eneny from setting up a defence line further back.

e

Mount attack by the Italians forces west of the Pindus
moun-cains xs to be expected.

(t) With the
advance throijgh Bulgaria, is to be secured :

answered at ono Turkey of the kind that a Turkish attack oould be
forces whioh u ® ^ German counter-attack which would throv/ the Turkish
frontier and Turkish territory back over the Turkish
Turkish -Poywo , favourable oor^tions for an early attack against the

B in Thrace by the employment of stronger German forces:

on the southern
frontS^of^SS^ia^T troops of the defences

preparation for the
territory can follow attack in such a way that the invasion of Greek

as quickly as possible on the advance through Bulgaria,

In the meantime the
tlmt interference attitude of Txarkey has been clarified to the extent

on the part of Turkey is not to be expected.

nrt-h towards Turkey, Gtemnan and Bulgarian troop movements are
Mustafa immediate front of Adrianople eastwards of the lino
Mustafa - Pascha (Svxlengrad) to Demotika (Dhidhimotikhon)

12th a^ttack on Greece so that a strong right wing of the
enemv^ceS f: “ Bulgarian fronti^, annihilate the

ooa^ of the Aegean^nt^ possession of Salonica and the northern

/It
Go24.0265/lP/g/49/35
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the rightIt must he the task of strong and fast moving units operating on
wing to gain the Salonica district and bridgeheads over the river Vardar as

soon as possible ajfter fighting their way out of the JAhodope moimtains, to
“bar the retreat of the defeated eneny towards Thessaly and to ensxAre for the

12th Army the possibility of a rapid continuation of the offensive over the
river Vardar in a south-westerly direction.

The operation of weaker motorised forces via Gumuljina (Komotini) to
roll up the enen\y front from the east is to be considered.

Rapid occupation of the Greek district southwest of Edirne

and an early establishment of an adequate defence line on the Maritsa are
important.

(Adrianople)

5. Directive for Luftflotte 4

(for forces see Supplement No, 2)

(a) The concentration of the groups of forces in Rumania, the advance to
dreco-Bialgarian frontier as v/ell as the operations in Greece are to be oo

as far as is possible by the fighter forces of Pliegerkorps VII ●

At the same time the operation in Rumania is to cooperate with
of the Luftwaffe iiCLssioni The anti-aircraft forces of Pliegerkorps vl ^
be enployed for the pivotection of the oilfields district on the orders o
Luftflotte up to the commencement of the advance.

At the appropriate time 6 mixed and 7 light flak batteries will
transfeived to the 12th limy for the protection of their forces,

(b) The preparations of Pliegerkorps VIII in Rumania are to be so
that support for the 12th irmy is guaranteed from  7 February 19il«

(c) The advance of the 12th ̂ Irray is to be supported in all seo^
intervention in the ground battles,

(d) The Greek and British air forces as well as naval units
operations of the arnvy are to be eliminated by attacks on the coas
the naval vinits.

arranged

direct
3tors by

the
aPfectin*"

tal baaes
and

gritisbseis®to
(e) Support is to be prepared for the planned airborne landings
bases on the Greek islands (Lemnos) .

6, pliegerkorps VIII will come under the command of Luftflotte
1 January 1941. Direct cooperation betv/een the 12th iim\y and he
iu all questions of tactics and execution of the planned operation u
guaranteed by this subordination,

7i The Luftv/affe Liission in Rumania as well as the liir Attache in
must continue to support Pliogerkorps VIII in all preparatory so

of

supply maintenance (grovincl organisations, accommodation , rations
on).

VIII

mjje task of the Luftwaffe Mission in Rumania is protection of the
oilfields refineries in the Ploesti area as woll as the training ^
Rumanian Force and still stands.

of the

'The rep®^^sions of an attack by us on the British bases in

Oemand increased attention to air defence. The advancing of the oarcral

*^l^rting li^®3 is to be examined and adjvusted at the right time.

The task of the Air Attache in Bulgaria is preparatory ground reconnoissajice
foj, ^oeptxon of units of Pliegerkorps VIII and still stands.

/8.
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8* Mn order follows about the coordination of the operations with those of
the It^an 4rned ̂ roes.

St Discuesions with the Rumanians or the Bulgarians which might indicate
our intentions^ as well as notification of the Italians, are subject in
each case to the approval of the Fuehrer and Supreme Commander of the
Gexraan jlrmed Forces. lUhe same applies to the despatch of soounting missions
and advice oonaiands.

Fliegerhorps VIII is to submit by 15 January 1941 :

(a)’ Plans for the execution of the operations, ●

(b)} Timetable for the operation up to the ending of the preparations for
the attaok,.

10.

signed : Jeschonnek

Appreciation of the enemySupplement 1>

(Position as at 18 December 1940)

A. Greece-

lit Greek Aiw

Already mobilised:

in jjlbania against the Italians;

14 infantry divisions
1 cavalry brigade (partly mechanised)
1 infantry division being brotjght up from Salonica
1 infantry brigade being brought irp from Corfu

Front line is Lake Ochrid - Mount Pvipatit - Zerec - Gradoc - Kelcyre ^
Golem - Dzhore Grava Bay*

On the Bulgarian frontier ;

5 infantry divisions
1 cavalry brigade

On the Jugoslavian frontier;

V/eafc units of the frontier guards

In addition;

i  1 brigade in the Athens area
2 or 3 reserve divisions being formed in the Peloponnese

(creation only possible with British assistance)

Flying Corps

(d) Strength and equipment

40 feoonnaioaanc© aircraft, 2nd class

(Aircraft types ; Hensohel 126, Potez 25 and Breguet XIX)

II

/25 fighter
G. 2!,0265/IP/9/49/35
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25 fighter aircraft, 2nd class

(Types : Avia 554, PZL P 24, G-ladiator)

15 bombers 1st class

(Type : Blenheim)

(b) Operation

The whole of the Greek Plying Corps is at present operating
airfields in Albania,

(o) Ground organisation;

from advanced

Svpply aerodromes:

Athens « Tatoi
Salonioa - Sedes
Larissa
Athens - Phaleron

Aerodromes:

Eleusis -
Trikkala
Salonica - Mirka (sea)

Airfields in and near the occupied j.JLbanian district:

Yannina (civil airfield)
Koritza Aerodrome
ploidna and Kastoria (landing strips)
There are a large number of emergency landing grounds

the peloponnese

Anti-aircraft artilleryIII.

and
in Thrace

(a)

5 anti-aircraft regiments
36 light AA batteries =
16 searchlight batteries

permanent coastad AA guns in unknown strength established
and in the areas round Salonica and Patras,

_  6
=  21 heavy batteries

189 light Jdj. gms
=  37 searchlights

AA
6 hea^y

round Piraeus,

(b) A.nti-aircraft material

33 Krupp 8,8 cm,
4 Bofors 7»5 cm,
8 H\Jngarian Bofors 8 cm.
21 Vickers 7»6 cm.

Heavy AA guns :

74 Rheinmetall 3.7 cm. with Zeiss sights
109 Berlin-Suhler 2 cm,
6 Vickers 4 cm.

Light AA gvins :

(0) Operation

The bulk of the anti-aircraft batteries are in action in
battle area in Albania, Besides thxs stronger anti-aircraft pro
the area arovmd Sadonioa is to be presumed. The anti-aircraft pro
of Athens will be looked after by the British,

/IV

in

,

G.240265/IF/9/49/35
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iBrii^sh r^inforoemsnts

(^) Flying units

So far orperating in Greece:

50 fighters (mainly Gladiators, probably a fev/ Hiirricanes and S
bomters (types : Wellington, -Blenheim, Hampden and Swordfish

Brob^le eaploynient

Pightera : Principally on the Albanian front, and in addition for the
protection of Athens

Bca^&ra t Chief base Athens-Tatoi, other bases Athens-Phaleron,
Larissa, Trikkala, Salonica-Sedes, Cephalonia, Drama
(1 bomber flight and 1 fighter flight) , Kavalla, Volos

British bases are being built

in the Peloppnnese west of Sparta, on Cape Araros and in Crete

j>itfires)

(c)

(4) British anti-aircraft artilleiy is established around Athens and on
Cape iraxos.

Bstinated total strength ; 60 iiA guns, mainly light,

(e) Further British reinforcements in Greece are to be expected,

Turkey

I, Turlasfa 4ripy;

(a) Strengai:-

50 or 51 Infantry divisions, of which 32 are fully equipped for
battle, remainder being formed,

;  (Equipment ; difficidties in arming)

(b) Organisation

1st Army Grow:

Army of the East :
Amy of the West ;
Amy of the Dardanelles :

Kirklareli (Kirkelesse)
Adrianople (Edime)
Oanakkale (Chanaq)
28 infantry divisions
2 cavalry divisions
1 mechanised division
1-2 brigades of fortification troops

2nd Amy Gro\3^;

2nd Amy ; Western and Southern Anatolia
11 infantry di-visions
1 cavalry di-vdsion
1 brigade of fortification troops

Eastern and Northern Anatolia
11-12 infantry divisions
1 mountain brigade
1 cavalry brigade
5 brigades of frontier guards

3rd Amy

/II*
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II, Air Force

1, Flying units:

(a) Strength and equipment

(i) 71 obsolete reconnaissance aircraft (Breguet XXIX,
Smolik S 16)

(ii) 60 fighters, 1st class (predominately Morane

small mimber of Spitfires and Hurricane^ ̂
60 fighters, 2nd class (PZL P 2k, and Curtiss

(iii) 94 bombers (24 He 111, 50 Blenheim and 20
40 light bombers (Vultee 12)
15 obsolete bombers (Pairey Battle I)

(b) Groiind organisation

Main base is at Eskischehir

i..crodromes in Thrace;

Corlu

Yesilkocy (St, Stefano)

Edime (Adrianople)

.ti-orodromes in \/est imatolia:

Kutahia

Snerrna (Izmir)
Bandirma (on southern coast of the Sea or

Aerodromes in Eastern Anatolia:

405/6

Marmara)

1
3

, with a

-Hawker)

Glenn-Martin)

!

f

Dyarbekir
Adana
Erzerum

Under consti*uction : concrete strips, e.g.

2● Anti-aircraft artillery

in Eanirnia

42 Heavy AA batteries
38 Light Aa'i. batteries
20 Searchlight sections

Equitanent

Heavy aA guns 66 Schneider-Creuzot 7«5 e®* ^
64 Vickers 7*5 cm.
Ik Vickers 9o4 cnia

12 Rheinmetall-Borsig 3»7
26 Rheinmetall-Borsig 2 cm.
24 Solothum 2 cm.

about 110 AA guns of unknown types

Light AA gims :

Duties

The hulk of the anti-aircraft artillery is subordinate
lu addition anti-aircraft protection is to be assumes a
following points :

Ankara
Industrial works at Karabuk, Kucukyozgat, and Kirikale
Coal mining district of Zonguldak
Naval base at Izmit (Kocaeli)
Areas aro\ind Suyrna and KanaJkkale (Dardenellos) #

®ost imiKjrtant aerooromss.

welas

to the Amor.

l as near the

/Supplement 2
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Organisation of Fliegerkorps VIII from
1 Januaj^^ ~1941

8ig>ple!nient No« 2.

Stab of Pliegerkorps VIII

2(P)/11
7/L,.G,2 (from Luftflotte 2)

Stab of St*&»2

3t,G.2
St.G,2

'^St.G^

Stali of J^G,27
G.27
.G.27

P3l^ ROginent 201 with

idak Battery (jibteiltmg^ 1/23
Flak batteiy (AbteilungJ 3/6
Flak ̂ tteiy (Abteilung) 3/19
Luf^affe Signals Regiment 38
Su^ly units (in accordance with special instructions from the

Quartermaster General)
At the right time transfer and subordination of a bomber Gruppe (of Ju 88a\
and twin-rengined fighter Gruppe is intended, ^

OKH Headquarters,

28 December 1940

The chain of command in Rumania .

Prom his arrival in Riimania, 0. in 0. 12th Anpy will assume as cover the
title'of Commander^in-CJhief of .the German Anrjy in Rumania, while 12th Arc\y
Headquarters will be known as the General Headquarters of the German Am\y
in Rxanania. Subordinate to him are the staffs and formations comprising
the battle orgaiiiBation of the 3i2th Amor, from the time of their arrival
fin Rxamania,'

Mbjreover, on the arrival of the Commander-in-Ghief of the German Anpy
in Rumania, the Chief of the German Amy Mission in Rumania will be
subbidinate to him for the purpose of the preparation and execution of the

,  ; The Chief of the German Military Mission (General Hansen) assvanes
at the same time the responsibility for liaison between the Oommander-in^
Cto.ef jpf the. German Amy in Rumania, the German Legation and the Rumanian

pbfcea* Hisi remaining tasks remain unaffected by the foregoirjg
idgulationa, and the demonstration troops will remain subordinated to him.

j.i

signed : Brauchitsch

/OKH Headquaurbers,
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OKH Headquarters,

30 December 1940

Anti-aircraft protection for the Rtmianian oilfieldsRe :

Luftwaffe Operations StaffTo ;

In accordance with OKW orders the bridge construction over

have special anti-aircraft protection, Coiranencement of building 01
temporary bridges is planned for 15 January, For this date, only one
battery and one light flak battery are available. For the construe

bridge, planned to commence on 23 January, anti-aircraft protection m
guaranteed by the flak batteries at present with the transports.

flak
of another

and to what
covered byTherefore at the moment it cannot yet be ascertained v/hether^^

extent additional anti-aircraft protection for the oilfi®!^®
the Flak Abteilungen seconded to the Arny,

OKH

1941
14 January

To : GHQ of the (Jerman Arriy in Rxjmania
the

1, GHQ of the German ;*niy in Rumania is to hold itself has been
end of January, as soon as the necessary anti-aircraft protec |;he

provided, to march on the orders of OKH into northern Bulgar^^ git nation
formations which have up to then arrived, crossing according to dispo®®
either the frozen Danube or if necessary over the open Danube, from these
them first of all north of the line Sofia - Plovdiv - Varna so

positions they can at any time carry out the tasks laid down

The order will be issued by OKH at the right time.
■g^lgsria» wbo

2. The entry will probably be made on the groimds of protecti^^^^^^j^. -^y other
by then will have joined the Tripartite Pact, against a possibl
statesi

Chief
3, Authority for detailed discussions between the Commander-ai^
German Amy and the Bulgarian General Staff will be given as so©

theas

necessary political preliminaries are concluded.
20from

It is proposed to authorise the construction of the bridges.
January.

the
it concerns4 ruling follows later on the chain of comraand as

Bulgarian ^urmed Forces.
4.

signed : von Paulus

Fuehrer Headquarters,

16 January 1941

following directive
The Reich Minister for Foreign Affairs has issued the

to the German Legation in Sofia^

I. "I request you to seek audience again iaunediately w
Proaident or Foreign Minister or both.

240265/lP/9/49/35

ith the Bulgarian Ministor-

/please
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Please reply that the Reich Government agrees to the immediate inception
of discussions "between the two General Staffs, It is also agreed that the
discussions should not in any case take place in Sofia, It was our intention
to propose Vienna for them. However, in the meantime Field Marshal List has
a^eady left for Rumania, Indeed he does not intend to conduct the
discussions hunself 7d.th the officers of the Bulgarian General Staff, hub
■will leave his Chief of Staff to deal with these. Nevertheless he would
greatly appreciate being kept fully informed of the General Staff discussions.
Therefore it would he best if the discussions took place at Field Marshal List*

Headquarters in Rumania. Where in Rumania the Army Headquarters will be
It certainly will not he in Bucharest

As soon as the place has been settled we will *
request the officers of the Bulgarian General Staff to go there perhaps in
oivilian clothes, in order to avoid drawing unnecessary attention.

located has not yet been determined,
but in a smaller place.

The Bulgarian Legation in Berlin has meanwhile expressed the wish that
a German specialist in edr defence be sent post haste to Bulgaria to tour the
country and discuss the necessary defence measures with the Bulgarian posts.
The Reich Government agree to this also, and the officer of the Luftwaffe
whom'we have in view for this could perhaps take part one day in the general
discussiqris bf the General Staffs, so that he could then tmdertoke the
reconnaissance trip suggested by the Bulgarian Government, In this case it
would be' practical if the officer of the Bulgarian military delegation detail
for this feconnaissanoe journey also belonged to the Bulgarian Air Force,
The German idlitary and Air Attaches in Sofia are also to take part in these
discussions.

It is inportant that the discxissions between the General Staffs conmenoe
at once, at the latest in two or three days' time. We shall let you have
definite information as to place and time immediately. Meanwhile we would
like the Bulgarian Government to give instructions for the Bulgarian General
Staff officers to get ready to leave at once,

II, As regards the military questions the following is given primarily
your own information, but may however be made use of as thoxAght fit ;

The moment for beginning the march thorough Bulgaria has not yet been
exactly decided. It depends partly on the conclusion of the deployment of*
the German troops on the southern frontier of R'umania; and partly on the
weather, especially on the state of ice on the Danube, In any case it is
the intention of the Reich Government to commence the march through as early

',as possible, it will probably be possible in about three v/eeks. However
the march tlirough will only be begxon when sufficient forces have been *
concentrated on the southern frontier of Rumania to gviarantee in every
respect the militsiy protection of Bulgaria, It is intended to have the
German treops in sufficient strength to carry out all tasks and to be
■adequate for any eventuality.

r, ; ( As you know, the BtOgarian Army will take no active pcirt whatsoever in the
mlitaiy operations. It will be carried out by German troops alone,

'/I '

If;i;' -The German treops wiil bring with them all necessary rations, petrol
'Jsw^lies, etc, ,1 So that Bulgarians own supplies v/ill not be affected by tl
march through",

,  iField Marshal List was informed of the above through the OKW Foreign
/Section on the afternoon of 15 January prior to his departure.

vf In future the G, in G, 12th Arny is to be responsible for the
arrangemeht of all military disousaions,

■'//Ml -
for the Chief of the Supreme Command of the Armed PorcCQ

signed : Warlimont

/Fuehrer
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Fuehrer Headquarters,

17 January . 1941

21 January 1941)
(as amended

1, The Fuehrer agrees to the proposed ruling on the position
12th Amy as concerns the Bulgarians.

Field MarshaJL List is authorised to make arrangenients

is to report on the outcome,

2. OKH in conjmction with the Foreign Intelligence
with the Bulgarian General Staff a joint security service on
roads and railways (Field Marshal List - War Office Sofia) ●

on

acco

Section i

of C. in C*

OKHrdingly.

s to set up
the Bulgarian

The Fuehrer himself will decide When preparations may the C. in C.
for the crossing of the Danube, C. in C. Arry in conjunction

Luftwaffe is to submit in due course proposals for action to

receipt of this authorisation, together with a detailed aocoun
progress of the following preparations :

3.

crossing positions.
(a) Fighter and anti-aircraft protection of the bridge and
the oilfields and Constanta,

long as anti-aircraft and fighter protection for ^oteofci®^

not

available from the forces of C. in C, Luftwaffe, anti-aircrai
to the extent of about a regiment is to be withdrawn from the placed at
artillery allocated to the amy (l2th Amy Command) and ten^jor request

the disposal of C. in C. Air (Luftwaffe Mission), C, in C. AJ-
that the Riomonian Air Force provide the fighter cover,

of Bulgaria,

(b) Guaranteeing all these measures necessary for the protection Danube
that bridge construction or the crossing of German troops oj basisso

into Bulgaria can liquidate any eneny action against this Army
discussions to be held between the General Staffs of th©of the

Biilgaria.
jiumanian

been dA. Directives will be published about the reinforcement of

coastguards at Constanta as soon as the preparatory questions ha
with.

ealt

reinforoe-
^tweenected^

spli'*'
The expThe start of II Aufinarschstaffel is authorised,

anti-aircraft protection for Rumania, which will be
5.
ment of the
I and II Staffel, is to acconrpary II Aixfmarsohstaffel,

signed : Keitel

Chief of Staff, OKW.

OKH Headquarters,

14 January 1941

To : OKW Operations Staff

OKH proposes :

entry into Bulgaria,

During entry itself, so long as no military threat

neighboring states, it is not necessary to place the Bulgarian tro^
Ger^ orders. The defence of the frontier between Bulgaria and Ttirk y y

Bulgarian troops during the entry and the preparations for the operation

/Marita”

on the position of C, in C. 12th Amy on the1, Ruling
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*’Marita“ is to be determined by the Goitimander-in-Chief of the German Amy in
Riamania in cooperation "with the Bulgarian General Staff, as far as method
and strength of the forces used are concerned,
frontier it will be necessary on the arrival of the German covering troops
to si&ordinate the Bulgarian forces employed on frontier guard to the German
Command*

On the Greco-Bulgarian

.  In the event of a Turkish attack it will be necessary for C. in 0, 12th
Artiy to take over complete command of all the forces. Bulgarian requirements
for land defence must therefore conform to the frame of the general situation.
Assurances will be correspondingly given at the discussions*

Fith the commencement of the operation "Marita" the 12th Amy must in

aiy ease assume conplete command over the German and Bulgarian forces
Thtos the German andeaployed on the Greek and Turkish frontiers*

Bidgarim troops placed on the frontier towards Greece come \inder the 12th
well as the German formations under the Gemnan Commander-in-Chief

which have been kept back ae operational reserves, and the Bulgarian troops
toider the Bulgarian Commander—in~Chief employed on the Turkish frontier.

2*, The establishment of a security service on the roads and railways in

Bulgaria by the German Counter-Intelligence Department in conjunction with
the^^Q of the German Amy in Rumania.

The organisation of a security service for the protection of the roads,
and railways used by the advancing forces gains in significance in

view of the hostile resistance and sabotage activity which a German entry
would stir vp in the south east, and this activity must not be underestimated
^ arrangement with the Bulgarian General Staff this security service must
be carried out either by native forces or by German security units.

Authority to commence construction of the bridges from 20 January on

the assumption that this if the weather permits it at all - is carried
put at the latest possible moment that the situation allows and that it is

Gonsiderably prepared and shortened by the prefabrication of parts on the
northern bank*

es

3

Authority for the start of II Staffed from 6 February to be announced
with the possibility of a postponement of the starting date

to 2 February,

4,
on 20 January*

aiy time up

OKL Headquarters,

18 January 1941

The Bulgarian Government wishes in the General Staff conferences
the whole setting up of the Bulgarian air defences and to be

the matter, since the British have threatened

1.
to discuss
given exuert flcLvioe
to make raids on Bulgarian towns if German troops should cross to
the south side of the Danube,

on

T iftfiotte 4 is therefore to see to it that the Luftv/affe Mission
in B mania ensures the unity of air defence in the Rumano-Bulgarian

mhpn German troops cross the Bidgarian frontier, so far as is
avr defence of the oilfields and of the rear communications

of^tho^Sny and Luftwaffe in Rumania and Bulgaria, For this it will be
hecossary:

f  \ j. 4,1 carman air defends forces subordinate to the Luftwaffe Mission

Rumanian air defence forces should be detailed for the

piroteotion of the Rumanian oilfields as well as the Danube crossing
places;

2,

/W
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(t) that the Bialgariati air defence forces should be detailed for defence
against low-level attacks on the rear cominunications of the 12th
Arn\y and Pliegerkorps VIII,

Special pointsi

The Isker gorge north of Sofia;
on?-the-Maritsa;

Unless it has already been done, the Air Attache in BiHgaria is to
to the Luftwaffe l»Iission in Rumania as soon as possible data concerning
strength and en^loyixient of the Bulgarian air defence forces,

3, The en^loyment of the air defence forces under the command of
Pliegerkorps VIII in Bulgaria is as far as possible to be ro^e to
the air defence measures decided upon by the Luftwaffe Mission m Kxmaani

the Trans-Balkan railway at Tumovo-
the Sofia-Plovdiv line at Ichtiman,

oonf OCT with

the eroploymen^^
as far as possible

jjission in

4, OKH will be requested to instruct the 12th Amy to ssa^®
of their subordinate anti-aircraft forces in Bulgaria oonfoCT
with the air defence measures decided i;^on by the Luftwaffe
Rumania,

draft signed by Jeschonnek

Fuehrer' Headquarters,

21 January 19^

The conferences of the Fuehrer and the Duce on 19 '^^^^i^ended
that it is veiy desirable to send the forces to Tripoli which ^ transfer
for there as soon as possible (operation "Sonnenblume") > but tba out
of Gemn^ forces to iU-bania (operation ”Alpenveilchen") cannot
as previously planned, since this would make reinforcement and s jtalien
the It^ian divisions impossible, and thus the preparation for t
offensive would be badly hampered.

of

decided as
Sipplementing and correcting previous orders, the Fuehrer

follow®'

(Operation ●'Sonnenblume’')

Operation "Alpenveilchen"

1.

The orders issued are changed to the effect that for the time
one mountain division without heavy vehicles is to be provided for i
It is to be equipped as indicated by the results of the investigation
plao© "the present time.

The Italian High Command intends to prepare 10 divisions
oombat within 8 to 10 weeks. It will be decided at the beg^wi^ Albania
whether one more German rao\antain division should be transferred to Aioa™- »

in Albania for

Operation "Felix” (Iberian Peninsula)3.
to alter

"Felix" shoiild
Possible changes in political conditions make it necessary

previous orders to the effect that preparedness for operation
\je maintained fe so far as this is still possible.

Therefore the first Mountain Division is not to be counted on for operation
«^penveilchen" ,

for Chief of Staff, OKW

signed : Warlimont
/Sofia
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Sofia, 25 January 1941

Siqppleraent 2 to Situation Report dated 25th January 1941 (Sofia-Berlin),
Repoi^; on the conference Between the Geiroan General Staff*s representative
General von Greiffehberg (C^ef of List *3 Arjuy) and the Bulgarian
General Staff *s representative General Boydeff (A.O.G. Bulgarian Air
Force),held at Eredeal in Rumania from 22 to 24 January 1941 ●

1. 5he. most essential points of the discussion Between the representatives
aaw recorded in the s\q)plement in the form of a protocol.

At the close of the conference, at n\y instigation. General Baron von
Mchthofen hai a talk with General Boydeff, Dxaring this the following
important ipints were dealt with,

(a)i General Boydeff promised every assistance as regards foiwarding supply
tiAaj^ into,the neighBourhood of Plovdiv and south of Sofia,
will Be taiken over bn the Biilgarian-Rvonanian frontier. By the Bulgarian Air
Force and thence transferred to the selected airfields.

Biohthpf^ was told, it would Be useful that a German escort of one or two
men an civilian clothes Be allocated to each transport.

General Boydeff again requested General von Richthofen to place at his
disrosai Before the actual commencement of the operations svifficient anti-
airtinaft forces for the protection of Sofia, Plovdiv and for the
annament works sit\iated near Kazanlik and Karlovo,
that these anti-aircraft ijnits disguised (personnel in

jpurchMed Bulgarian equipment”, sho^ald be despatched in good time,
Geneiul von Richthofen was \maBle to give any promise of this I proposed that
the Bulgarian Government make application now throiagh diplomatic channels

General von Richthofen declared that from a

military point of view he had no oBjectionj on the contrary it was greatly
to Be desired that the anti-aircraft forces should already Be prepared
fdr action in Bulgaria at the oonmenoement of the operations.

The equipnent

As General von

General. Boydeff proposed
civilian clothes)

Asa  IICIS

for this protective measure.

(c) The Bulgarian Air Force has - as previously reported - agreed to eG-low
Gennan personnel in civilian clothes to tsike up duties in the repair shops
at Karlovo and the airfields at Sofia and Plovdiv, ils so far no advice
lias Been received from the Director General of Luftwaffe Equipment as to
whether assistance from German personnel can be provided in the immediate

future, I proposed that the technical personnel (repair and maintenance)
v/hich ̂ e at the disposal of Fliegerkorps VIII take over these duties.
General Boydeff agreed to 50 men being attached to Karlovo and 20 iren each
to ploT^v arid Bozhurishte (approximately 15 km, north-west of Sofia) , 1
request a decision as to Whether Fliegerkorps VIII or the Director General
of Luftwaffe Equipment is to Be responsible for dealing with this matter.
It is important that soii#thing should Be done about it as soon as possible,

the repair shops are at the moment overflowing with Bulgarian equipment,
and the repair of this equipment oould Be undertaken by oior personnel up
to the commencement of the operations.

an

rrf>neral Boydeff stated that he also agreed that the frontier guards
on the Bulfforian-Greek frontier should Be reinforced at once by aircraft
reTXjrtins troops of Pliegerkorps VIII in civilian clothes so that a smooth,
eff-ciontly working network is available before the coraraenoement of
operations,,

I request
CQnfiaentiolly as

Moreover I would once
diocuflslona established in general that Bulgaria will support us
ftill in the forthcoming operations.

that the protocol contained in the sx:^plement Be treated
I did not receive the document through official channels.

more like to mention that the whole series of
to the

/I

G, 2;^2G5/lJ?/y/49/39

... vS
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I should like General Boydeff to he thanked for his cooperation#

signed : von Schoeneheck

STJ^lement to situation report above

Sunanary of the main points
of the Royal Bulgarian General Staff and of the
Ooiranand on the 22, 23 January 1941

Bulgarian representative;

German representative:

discussed between th

General Boydeff

General von Greiff

e
German JiXroy riign

enberg

A. Bulgarian questions and requests

:dg££j Will the Bulgarian ilmy's part in the forthcoming ^
operations be such that it will remain available for the suds q.
nev/ order in the Balkans?

1.

Greiffenberg: We do not expect that the Bulgarian Amy v/ill be ^
in an offensive against the Turks or Greeks. We do however exp

Bulgaria to defend her southern and especially her south-e^
frontiers with the means at her disposal, and in doing so to taK
into consideration the requirements of the German High Command.

In order to remove any apprehensions of the Bulgarian Amy
Command, especially on the south-eastern front, sufficient German
forces, especially tanks, will be placed at first behind the^
existing Bulgarian frontier defences. The two armoured
v/hich are standing ready in the Dobru^Ja can under normal ^
be moved up in three or four days, ready for action behind the
Bulgarian forces. The other forces designated for the opera xons,
further infantry and armoured divisions, will be arriving later,
depending on the weather and on the condition of roads and bridge ●

The Luftwaffe will stand ready in sufficient strength on
Rumanian territory from the moment the frontier is crossed, so
it can effectively attack any hostile move dangero\as to the

It will be transferred at the latest during the firs

of the advance to the operational areas of Plovdiv and Sofia, pro
that the state of the airfields and weather conditions permit,

airfields should be

tha

defence,

A

far as it is at all possible, supplies for the

t

S

biMught up now under camouflage.

The German anti-aircraft artilleiy will be with the first of

Gennan advance forces, where it has not already been possible to se
parts (material) into Bulgaria by

Boydeff; When can Bulgaria commence a disguised mobilisation of her
amy?

Greiffenberg; That depends on the size of the forces required,
German opinion is that it is neoessaiy to have at least six Bulgarian
divisions ready on the Turkish front, and furthermore an adequate
defence on the Greek front, and that behind these  a certain number

of Bulgarian troops available as reserve.

Since according to the information given by the Bulgarian General
Staff a concealed mobilisation and assembly of these forces will take

21 days, we must ask that this concealed fonn of mobilisation begins
immediately.

now.

The

Whether this is politically practicable will have to

2.

/be
G, 240265/IP/9/49/35
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Ije d9tdztDlned through the diploznatxc channels between the two
Governments.

3. Bovdeff; How will you defend us if we are attacked by one or other of
our possible enemies?

GTeiffenber^^r (a) Turkey: A Turkish attack on Bulgarian territory is
not considered probable. However German forces, especially armoured
divisions, sufficient for any eventuality v/ill be thrown in against
the Turkish frontier behind the Bulgarian defence lines,
the' Geiman air forces will be at hand ready f*or defence,

(b) Greece; Against the Greco-Bulgarian frontier
motpiised advance detachments are to be pushed forward immediately
and as rapidly as possible to si^port the Bulgarian frontier defences
there.

Similarly

(o) Jt^gosiavia: The German High ComiTiand considers
that offensive measiires' on the part of Jiigoslavia against Bulgtiria
oan be ruled out.

oolUinns deployed on the right rear of the German infantry divisions
"would take over the defence on the western side at first, and further
German forces would come to grips with Jijgoslavia from the other
side. It is ass\jmed in this connection that there will be
reinforced Bulgarian frontier guards on the Bulgarian-Jugoslav
frontier too,-

Should Jugoslavia interfere however, the

(d) Riissia: The Germans do not expect the Russians to
interfere. Adequate German forces are standing ready for any
eventiiality on the German eastern frontier, and in addition in
Rumania the excellent German demonstration troops are available,
together with the Rumanian Arny,

The Grerman troops in cooperation(e) Landing attempts;
with the Luftwaffe are able at any time to defend the Black Sea
coasts against any landing that may be attempted,
Arny High Command will pass on to the appropriate German naval
authority Bulgarian requests for the protection of the ports of
Varna and Burgas,

Moreover the

How is it intended to supply the Gennan Armed Forces?Aki Bovdeff;

provisioning will be effected as far as possible
Nevertheless to ease the strain

GreifTenbera;
from our cwn German siL^^liea,
the railway and transport routes assistance will be requested from
the Bulgarian side, especially rations. According to the
information s^^lied to us by the Bulgarian General Staff this

only be provided within the scope of the "quotas*'.

on

assistsnce can

To what extent will be BxOgarian State services (railways,
etc.) be required for use by the Gherman Armed Forces?

5.
telegraphs ,

r-reiffdnbefg: An allocation'from these searvices will be necessary
'"'TcTthe extent that the BixLgarian econony can afford it. The

about this will be laid down by the special commission
which is already in Sofia. It is taken for granted that abo^
dll the rail'way network and rolling stock will be made available
for the needs of the German Amy,

The High Command notes the claim of the Bulgarian
staff that the Bulgarian railway system will need a

contribution of soms IGG locomotives and 1500 goods trucks to be
able to satisfy all the requirements of the Bulgarian Amy,
Bulgarian economic system and the German ijmy. The iunry High
Coomland will pads on these requests, but points out that engines

4

/ and
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All installations
and goods trucks are in extreme]jr short supply.  n h
and management of the Bulgarian State railways, postal and telegrapn

communications are to remain in Bulgarian hands.

6, Bovdeff: In what way will compensation be. assured for
Bulgarian private and state owned property caused either y

of the German Armed Forces in Bulgaria, or ymanoeuvres etc

measinres adopted by the eneny?
● >

at
that Question

Greiffenberg; The Army High Conmand is unable to answer

the moment. It will be passed on to the Supreme Commanu
German Armed Forces,

,, j, their orders
7. Bovdeff; The Bulgarian Staff considers it essential Econo

for war material (details of which are known to the ^ lor^ time
Department and the German Air Ministry) which were -they
ago from Germany, should be speedily conpleted. Othe
will not be able to render the promised assistance.

MilitaryGerman

r will againAccording to information received from
The matte

beGreiffenberg:

Attache deliveries are already under way,

investigated from this end.
Amy

Boydeff; Hov/ is it intended to enploy and reinforce the B
after th^ conclusion of the operations, "so that it wx
position to accomplish the new order in the Balkans?

the8,

and depends
on

Greifferiberg; This can not be foreseen at the moment
how the situation develops.

P, German questions and requests

1, Greiffenberg; V/hen does the Bulgai’ian General Staff entry
preparations v/ill be sufficiently advanced so that the _ point of
can take place at the most favoiarable moment from a mi
view, quite independent of the political side and of wie
German assembly in Rmiania has already been completed.

  Whether we can

date depends on the arrival of deliveries from Germany.

to thatadhere
Boydeff; Not before the middle of March,

j  -in RuXfitaris- should
2, Greiffenberg; It is important that the chain of command i , the

be definitely settled. The German Supreme Command pu
following point of view: during the entry, so loiig
military threat from neighbourintj states, it is not n  when the
Bulgarian troops to be subordinate to the German -b©

German covering forces arrive on the German Command,
nooes^aiy to place the Bulgarian forces the

In the event of an attack hy Turkey, it "ill oSmmaM of the German
German Commande3>.in-Cliief should assume in matters

and Bulgarian forces. At the gf^^^,“S:1|niideration.
relating to the defence of the country will be taken essential
Also when the German operations against Greece commenc
that the German Commander has complete control over h

for

Hiiessity S'Tcle^l^''dJfine4''°hSfS''^“^''“ lines luggested.

representatives wish to know wtot will be the ap^oxumte strength
of the German force it is intended to send into Bulgaria, It wi_l

Boydeff;

/be
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“bej givdn out that the numerical and fighting strength of the German
units entering Bulgaria will be at the very least one and a half times
that of the mobilised Bulgarian forces,

Greifferibeiyr? The representatives of the German General Staff wish to
point out the special in5)ortance of precautions against sabotage etc
during, the course of the operations.

Bpydefl^; jhe Bulgarian representatives state that measures in this
respect have already been taken and that they are prepared to cooperate
l^uily with the German authorities in this connection.

The representatives of the German General Staff request early and definite
Inf oration on the following points:

S^ill the Bulgarians agree to the proposed chain of command?
\

manner, in what strength and in what period of time -will
the Bulgarian forces intended for the defence of the country’s
frontiers be deployed?

● 9

s(b)' in What

3,

4.

The representatives of both General Staffs state that in addition
to the foregoing main questions, a gree.t number of individual points
were dealt with, on which in general both sides agreed, but also there

still quite a number of further points which yet remain to be settled
an apeoiol discussions,

representatives of the Bulgarian General Staff concluded by
declaring that they have no plenipotentiary powers , so that the
aaTrangen^nts made here still require the approval of the Bulgarian
Government,

Berlin, 28 January. 19|^

Chief of OEff Operations Staff

Tb the Foreign Office,

for the attention of Ambassador Ritter

I

After diacussipn the Fuehrer has today decided the following with regard
to the military opeqpations in the Balkans,

The entry of the German troops into Bulgaria is to take place as late
os possible^

The bases for the Luftwaffe in Bulgaria and air and coastal defence
for Cfonatanta, Varna and Bvirgas must be conpleted beforehand as
unobtrusively as possible.

The date for the commenpement of the attack (about 1 April) must
be adhered to,

interruption of the crossing, onoe it has oommenced, by drift ice
on the Danube shedl be avoided.

The exact moment of the entry therefore cannot at present be
envisaged, but win in all probability not be before 20 Pebrxxary,

1.

The moment will be determined by these factors:

(a)

(b)

(c)

2.

I

/3-
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3,. The Fuehrer also considers a mohilisation in Biilgaria inadvisable before
sufficient numbers of German troops have arrived there, since sudi a
mobilxsation probably cannot be concealed.

On the other hand the Bulgarian flying formations, anti-aircraft
artilleiy and civil AE?P must be put on an operational basis beforehand in
as concealed a form as possible.

4,^ There is no longer any hurry to announce Bulgaria's joining the
Tripartite Pact and this can be given out shortly before the entry of the
German troops.

The prior conclusion of a non-aggression pact between Turkey and
Bulgaria, ̂  well as between Jugoslavia on the one side and Germany

●  and Bulgaria on the other is desired by the military,

LiKfewise it would very much ease the transport position if were
possible to despatch the supply transports (but no war equipment)
through Jugoslavia after the entry into Bulgaria,

signed : Jodi

Fuehrer Headquarters,

31 Januaiy 1941

On the basis of new decisions by the Fuehrer the following come
force for the further preparations for operation Marita,

1, Provisional date of commencement of attack on Greece: beginning

2, Entry into Bulgaria is to take place as late as is compatible

into

of April,

with this

Conditions for.this entry

sufficient air raid protection for Rumania by C
relieving the bulk of the Ariry anti-aircraft batteries
on those duties

are;

. in C, L(a) uftwaffe,
at present

first of the
of thedefence of Constanta against sea attack at least by the

forces provided for this purpose (urgent incoporatxon
coastal batteries' into the transport schedule)

(L)

in Bulgaria ('about 40 toains
to be earned(o) stocks of supplies for Fliegerkorps VIII .

via Cernavoda) which is hereby authorised and is
out with the greatest possible concealment,

3  preparations for bridge constsruotion from the Bulg^ian
iuthcrisea. It 13 neoessfry that this «Drk starts sa late as posaible.

(OKH will shortly make an announcement concerning the exact time;.

4., From the commencement of these preparation on the f
forces on the Dobruja area must be ready to enter Bulgana if necessary beiore
the main forces.

in C. Luftwaffe is to prepare rapid
and fighter protection in Bulgana

for oil imports)●

decision by the Fuehrer: ●Heera

In conjvaiction with this C.
reinforcement of the anti-aircraft
(especially imgpoi^iant; Varna as

trasse',
Code word for the corresponding

/5.
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^  requested at the General Staff tapes not to mohilise
6ntiy of the German troops. However the flying formations and

befrtSf foroes camouflaged as much as possible should be made ready
woreh^ for operations.

German coastal artillery for Varna and Burgas
by all ̂ eans possible.

is tobe

of ensure the limitation of the theatre of war, the conclusion
■will pacts Bulgaria Turkey and Germany, Bulgaria  - Jugoslavia

railways will not at first be available for German
transport .(.laoiuaing su^Ues).

®OD>nsiida Mre- reques'bed to submit dats for the revised time~
Pn. he basis of these decisions by the Fuehrer,

t^le

OM is
requested at the same time to propose a date for the Danube

and to make periodical reports on the trend of the weather,

signed : Keitel

Chief of Staff, OKSv^

OKW Headquarters,

2 February 19WL

Protocol

cf the questions disoiossed between the representatives of the
Royal Bulgarian General Staff and of the German Supreme
Conmand Field Marshal List - in connection wich the
forthcoming march of German troops through Bulgaria and
their en^lo3nnent against Greece and possibly against Turkey,
should the latter join in the v/ar,

^spresentatives of both General Staffs have gone into the situation
Which may arise from the
agreed oh the

The

German troops marching tlirough Bulgaria and are

1
have agreed that the Bulgarian Anry will not take .any

action in the operations of the German troops against Greece
or Turkey. xt will be strengthened so that it can safeguard the *now
order* in the Boikans,

2, Until the arrival of German troops on the Bulgarian south and soutl:^
eastern frontiers the Bulgarian Amy will defend its own territoiy with
its own troops alone, to begin with roughly on the lines of the
follov/ing; at least six Bulgarian divisions on the Bulgo-Txarkish
frontier, sufficient foroos for frontier patrol on the Greek frontier,
and roinforood frontier patrols on the Jugoslav frontier.

The Bulgarian Arny will take over
be fronts where the German forces nre

later similar defensive duties on
not engaged in offensive action.

Mobilleatioh and deployment of these forces may begin at once under
OQmo\iflage, However in ot^er that these measures may have the desired
©ffeot the deliverioo for Bulgaria from Oermary must be completed
imnmdiatoly.

/The
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The German Supreme Command will do everything possihle so that the German
troc^ appear in the shortest time in stifficient numbers on the Bulge-
Turkish and Bulgo-Greek frontiers*

To this end, right from the heginning, stifficient German forces -
especially armoured and motorised divisions - will he pushed
shortest possihle time behind the Bxilgarian troops guarding the
This advance will commence with the deployment of the two armoured ,
divisions already in the Dohruja, together with the armoured and to

divisions which are in Walachia, The other forces provided follow
operation, that is to say further infantry and tank divisions, t,j;.idges.
behind, depending on the weather and on the condition of roads ana

The Luftwaffe will he standing by on Rumanian soil in _
from the moment the frontier is crossed or danger is imminen crossed,
request of the Bulgarian Supreme Command even before the appear
in order to be able to combat effectively any hostile moves wru.
dangerous to the Bulgarian defences*

The Luftwaffe will transfer its own formations to the

latest in the under oover*operational areas, commencing at the
advance. The preparation of the airfields must begin

the event
Command it oan

that inGerman anti-aircraft artillery will be held ready so

of evident danger and at the request of the Bialgarian j^tier*
move into Bialgaria even before the German troops cross the

all the necessary
and thus ensure

The Bulgerian and German General Staffs will take
measuires to conceal the preparations for the operation
the most favoiorable conditions for its execution.

3.

The representatives of both General Staffs consider it jjjind

inform their Governments that it would be a good idea ^^arda
the necessity for secrecy and surprise on the occasion of -°V:|f^jary
signing the Tripartite Pact, to ensure the success of the miJ-
operations *

●s

i  and after
^11 takeIn order to safeguard Builgaria from ary possible eneny,

the oommencement of the operation, the German Supreme Commana
the following measures:

4*

(a) Against Turkey

Right from the start sufficient German forces,
armoured divisions, will be thrown forward agai^TJ^^
frontier behind the Bulgarian defence front. At tn
the German air forces will stand ready for action.

●hion against
Turkey attacks Bulgaria during the course of the ^

Greece, the Bulgarian Any will defend itself, assasu ^
sufficient German forces. The German Suprdme -back
immediately take all necessary steps to defeat and
the Turkish any, using German troops, so that
defence by Bulgarian troops will be avoided, carman
also for Greece should Greece attack Bulgaria during
operations against Turkey,

Ageiinat Greece

Advanced motorised detachments are to be sent ^

If

possible towards the Greoo-Bulgarian frontier, to support
Bxilgarian frontier defences there.

(!>)

/(o)
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(c) Against Jugoslavia

Shovild Jugoslavia attack, then at once the right rearward
formations of the German infantry divisions would take over the

defences towards the west, and f\arther German forces would also
come to grips with Jijgoslavia from the other side,
connection it is assumed that the Bulgarian frontier guards on

the Bulgariaib-Jugoslav frontier have also been reinforced.

In this

SitfTicient German forces are standing by on the eastern frontiers

of Germany for any assignment, Pirthermore, the German
demonstration troops in Rumania are available, along with the
Rumanian amy.

Against landing attempts

IChe German forces are in a position to intervene at any time in

cooperation with the Lijftwaffe to combat any landing on the
In addition the Supreme Command of the ListBlack Sea coast,

Amy will put forward siaggestions to the appropriate German

naval authorities, to strengthen the defences of the ports of
Vama Burgas in accordance with the already known wishes of

the Bulgarian Siroreme Command,

The Bulgarian Amy for its part will also ensure the defences of both
these ports by preparing the necessary forces,

in Older to avoid the bombing and destruction of the capital Sofia, the
Gezman SupTOme Command will not allow staffs and troops to remain in

Sofia, neither will larger formations be permitted to march through Sofia,

5.

6, Supplies for the German ti\Dopa during their march throxigh Bulgaria
ai^ their operation against Greece or Txirkey will be made from German ^
stocks. However to ease the bxorden on the railway and tra^port routes,
assistance will be necessary from the Bulgaidan side, especially as

regcffds rations. This assistance will only be asked for within the
framework of the “quotas". Details about the erection of the necessary

depots, purchases, payment for labour, rent etc., as well as the control
of imports and exports will be dealt with by a special commission.

I
It will be essential to appropriate the Bulgarian State services7, It will be essential to appropriaue Tin® -7-7“

(railw^, postal, etc.) for German military purposes, to the li^t of
Hdgarian econony. Details as regards this will
apeoiol ccmnniasion already in Sofia,
system especially and rolling
requirements of the German amy.
Bulgarian railways receive an
locomotives. 150G goods trucks  . ^ ̂  ^ -,

order to fulfil all the demands of the ,^econo^o^^yst^
and the German arny.
State railway,

through the Bulgarian General Staff,
postal and telegraphic serviees
special comnDission,

    It is assumed that the railway

stock will be made ready to meet the

^. For this it is necessary that the
i^udditional contribution of some 100
and material for 30 kilometres of Une

and administration of the Bulgarian
n in BxjlgariManagement ● ^ t,

. Txjstal and telegraphic seivaces wiH remai

re^re^enta

will be disovissed and arranged by a

in

an

1

Fbrbes in Bulgajda, or caused by eneiry aotron will be decided ugn

mutual diplomatic negotiations.

and
8.

settled, according to the r\Aleg
Logoi matters and questions will be

of ihternational law, by a apodal oommrssxon.
9.

Tha aotivitlaa of the dafanaa aarvlces of the and n,
Genarol Stnffa have -Pooxal oo.*o.

10
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I

11, It has not yet been possible to decide finally the question of the

chain of command in BiiLgaria. The German Sv5>reme Command will revert

to this question again as soon as possible.

The Bxilgarian Supreme Command will take steps to safeguard the progress
of the German operation against sabotage and so on.

12,

Any questions which may arise later will be dealt with at further talks,

they concern
the approval

The terms laid down in the foregoing protocol, as far as of

13.
I

political issues, will only come into force after receiving
OKW,

14.

In order that the final preparations for the deployment
out on the Bulgarian side in good time, it is essential that "the &
General Staff be notified 10 days prior to the German crossing o
frontier.

Fuehrer Headquarters,

10 February 1941

of the Bulgarian

February 1941

Bulga^lan Forces

Conference with repi*esentatives

General Staff on 10

I, The mobilisation and deployiggS!^
of

Protocol of the
made.territory vintil the airiv^

beingher own
fronts where no attack iStheBulgaria is herself to pix^tect

German forces and also later on

To begin with:

+ ci-iY divisions.
Against Turkey ®^iavia adequate frontier patrols.
Against Greece and JUgo“-^

Bulgaria assures us that mobilisation
begin at once,

^ „ j. A 7 February that Bulgaria had
The legation at Sofia rep°rtea w f nevertheless willing

ordered mobilisation on 6 'interrupted final preparations
execute these already slackened or ir ●t'
provided in the protocol at ten days

Points for disoussion

. j T n d. -p +Tv>oris would mean giving the eneny,
1. Considerable movements of the necessary preparations a« to

Turkey, premature warmng. purpose of the surprise »???
be made f “inute. Per Geim^entry, the more completely wU
leas that Bulgaria does th Luftwaffe be able to hold
our fast arriving armovxred divisions . . 4.1, j.  a 4.^,0^ with all
?S f̂cey in check. So no mobilisation until the entry end
s^ed (also in the second protocol ten days' notice to the Bulgarian
Government is expressly laid dovm).

"What is the position as
Air Force and the Bulgarian

3. German deliveries of weapons which have-been ,.i„
^

2.

 mobiliaation will come too leta owing to present transport diffloulties.

/II,

canforcesand deployment of these

ajread?’
to

as

' notice.

regards operational readiness of the Bulgari^
^BP ser^oes (not mentioned in the protocol? ;

240265/1 F/9/49/3 5
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il, Tripartite Pact-

BrotpoQl

Bulgaria ani Gennai\jr consider it advisable to synchronise the signing
with the oongnencement of the operations.

Point for discussion (with Foreign Section)

The best for us woxald be carte blanche to announce participation
at the opBinanoenEent of the entiy. Should non-aggress ion pacts with Txirkey
and Jugoslavia not be concluded by that time, it would appear to be a
good idea to offer these at the same time,

III, Defe^e of Bulgaria by us

PjTQtocel

Thearrsxnged and in order.1. ( a) Against Bulgaria's neighbotirs:
legation in Sofia reports however on 7 February that the
Bulgarians in Predeal have not learned the strength of the
German forces and v/ould like to know.

Agreement that the German troops and Luftwaffe
Coastal batteries for Varna and

Against landing:
are the best protection,
Burgas are to be pl^*ced, but will hardly be ready before the
middle of March,

Against air raids* Agreement about German anti-aircraft forces
marching in quickly uith the spearhead of the entering forces|
readiness of the German flying formations in Rimiania, preliminary
preparations in Bulgaria,

New; Although prepared on the spot, anti-aircraft is to be
transferred to Btilgaria in certain oirciai^stances before the anjy
troops (Panzer Divisic:' Dobru:ja) , In this connection the
legation in Sofia reports on 7 February that the Bulgarians
are worried that the German preparations in Bulgaria, without
providing at the same time anti-aircraft protection, might
offer an 'invitation' to the enemy.

It is agreed to leave Sofia free of German troops.

The supply question, including Bulgarian assistance as regards rations,
is settled.

(o)

2.

3.

, , (which remain in
liirther details will be

The

etc
,  The use of railway and postal services,

Bulgarian hands) f\indam0ntally recognised,
arranged by the special commission at present in Bulgaria,

., latter will also confirm that Bulgaria requires no German railway
,  material for the only railway line required by us at the moment,that
;  via Cernavoda, and^t the^fore the necessity for German railway

material laid doym in the protocol is not pressing.

4

Compensation by Germany.

Defence measures decided.

:l?6±nt3 for diaouasion

G.

_ is fully defended and that their
for German offensive operations*

of the Air Foro»»

/with

with Bulgaria: Asauranco that Bulgaria
Qivn anited forces will not be required ^

Vir/jiat; in the position as regards oporatierial readiness
iArJiiAircraft and Coital Defonoe? of Varna.
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with General Paulus: Remind him that hildging preparations on the
Bulgarian hank are to he notified several days beforehand through OKH,

(Foreign Office to he notified hy Foreign Section.)

IV. Chain of Command

Protocol

Not yet conclusively deteiroined.

Point for discussion (first r.f all with General Paulus):

The following may he a solution:

Supreme Coimiander of the whole area Field Marshal List,
Command on the Greek frontier: from the time of the arrival
of the first German troops, in German hands, since although ®
with only v/eak forces will he employed, preparations for the a a
begin at once.
Command on the Jugoslav frontier:
Command on the Turkish frontier:
as there is no fecir of an attack hy Turkey,
definitely indicated or expected, the Bulgarian covering forces
he subordinated to us (to he decided hy Field Marshal List).
The position of King Boris has also to he discussed with "the Ann
Forces Propaganda Department,

remains in Bulgarian hands,
remains in Bulgarian hands so ^ ^

If such an attack isshould

OKW Headquarters,

11 February 1941

To "fche Chief of the Military Mission in Rumania

The Foreign Office advises as follows; "The BiiLgarian
visit to the Reich Foreign ivlinister on 8 February alleged among other
the following; The German military personnel who at present are coming o
the Bulgaiien frontier with special permission often do not pay suffio*®^
attention to the need for disguising their activities both fixjm foreign ey
ajid also from the Bulgarian pOp^Jlation, The German military
making too open an appearance. For exan^ile, a few days ago a German oiii
in uniform came to the Bulgarian commander of a frontier post and to^ h^
he had to travel further inland along this road with his companions in order
x^oonnoitre this road for large transport vehicles, about which the Bulgari

concerned had naturally not been instructed.

The Bulgarian Government requests that German military personnel he aga^
instructed to pay special attention dioring this preparatory stage to the foot
that the Bulgarian populace emd also the other Bulgarian amy units have not
yet been informed and furthermore are not to he informed,"

you are requested to pass this on to the people concerned.

on a

Fuehrer Headquarters,

'  13 February 1941

Defence measures in Birlgaria ; Sxipplement to Directive No. 20

I2th Amy Command will talco all the necessary measures for defensive
protection in B\ilgaria (later in Greece as well) in close cooperation with
^  /the
G. 24j0265/IP/9/49/35
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the Bulgarian War Office, The Bulgarian War Office has been directed to
in^jart, to the Army Gonmand all information about the enen\y received through
Greece, Txirkey, Jugoslavia and south-west Russia and also internal political
information about Bulgaria and any such information picked up by the Bulgarian
General Staff, The Bulgarian War Office will appoint a liaison officer to
the Anqy Command for this purpose.

2, Any neoessaiy measures for protection against sabotage in Bxilgaria will
be taken by the 12th Arny Command in agreement with the Bulgarian General
Staff, For this protection against sabotage one company of the Branderfjurg
Regiment 800 (instructional regiment on special duties) will be placed at
the disposal of the 12th Army Command, An advanced detachment of tliis
ocm^joty will be attached to the Bulgarian General Staff well before the
Danube crossing. The move of the company proper will follow a few days
before the Danube crossing.

i2th Anqy Command is to carry out the following measures to control
movemehts ,pf persons and information,

(a)' Agreements are, to-be made immediately with the Bulgarian Government
to bring the system of marks and endorsements for journeys into
euid out of Bulgaria into line with the German system of controls.

The Bulgarian Government is to arrange, that when the German troops
begin to cross the Danube a stopi>age or at least  a considerable
restriction of the passage of persons and information across
the Bulgarian frontiers is imposed.

5. /

The negotiations with the Bulgarian Government will be carried out
The Security Control Office inby the 12th Amy Command,

Stanania (Bxacharest) will be available to give advice on questions
of technical detail of the marks and endorsements as well

the blockade or restriction of the movement of persons and
information across the frentiers; this office will when
necessary seek decisions from the OKW Foreign Security
Department,

as on

4. The Militairy Legal Regulations for Bulgaria will be in force to cover
treatment of espionage or^ suchlike eases.

5. A security detachment will be subordinated to the 12th Amy Command
by ̂ he Btorsign Security Department to secure important defence material
in Greece, The Fewreign Security Department will issue in detail the
hecessa^ directions for the tasks.

Fuehrer Headquartera ,

14 February 1941
yif '■

6■ 'X ^' -'Pti 13 February,, the Fuehrer, in tho presence of the Reich Foreign
ster, has decided;<4

There ore no
ii’ possible be finished by 24 Februaryo

further objections to the Bulgarian mobilisation. It

It-
Mi preparations are to be based on the following timetables;

. . , 21 February - oommencament of bridge construction over the Danube,
,, ,yAt'l;hb,sam6 time entry of the Dobruja force and ot the flak batteries
il’ A' .piFi 'megbrkorps VIII detailed for the protection of Sofia and of the

It must be ensured that the bulldin^^ of bridges over
{/'[iDohubb'vcan bo postponed at oliort notice (24 hovirs) before this date.

t':- '

/24
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24 February - crossing over the Danube,

3« For political reasons the Dobruja force may not for the time being, cross
south of the line Tumovo*onr-the-Maritsa - Yambol  - Biirgas.

4* The Bulgarian War Minister and the King are to be informed that the

strength of the German troops being provided for Bulgaria amounts to

680,000 men, but that this deployment can be further increased from
inoxhaiastible reserves so that we are equal to any political —
development in the Balkans,

The Fuehrer again pointed out the great importance of

protection to the Rumanian oilfields, which are vital to us, and renlaoed,
batteries provided for that purpose are sent to Bulgaria they must

and military

6, If at all possible German and Bulgarian anti-aircraft defences in
Bulgaria are to be kept separate and not mixed together.

7* If> contrary to expectations, T\arkey should open

Bulgaria on the entry of the German troops, I, Aufmarschstaffel ^
2nd Panzer Division are to be switched against this, and it made,
an early change-over to an attack in the direction of Istanbul s

with the Bulgarians of course participating.

o  ●i'hle a brief time-
0, C, in C, Anry is requested to make out as soon as possxox (jecisious.
table which will set as a guide for the Fuehrer’s final when
At the same time an annoijncement should be made of the latest a
bridge-building can still if necessary be held tqj.

Fuehrer Headquarters,

15 February 1941

1, (Norway and the West)

2, (Mediterranean theatre)

3. Operation ”Alpenveilchen'
.. ̂  4. .A -in the meantime,

Since the Italian front in Albania has been consoladatea a
and since repoarts indicate that no decisive successes can be held
Albania during this season even with German troops, forces need no
in readiness for this opei*ation.

4. Operation "Barbarossa” (Russia)

OKW will set this time - which should be as late as possible
making connection with Sweden, Finland, Hungary, Slovakia and Rumani

in this respect

for

The Hi^ Commands are requested to report their wishes
(OKH has already done so) ,

Before this time only GenerxL Antonescu may be told that it is
t«infoTOe the forces in Moldavia. Rxjimania will be infojrmed of our plans
later by the Chief of the Armed Forces ilission in a special notice from
OKW,

to OKW,
best to

signed : Keitel

Chief of Staff, OKW

/Fuehrer
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Fuehrer Headquarters ,

15 February 1941

Rej Es'teblishment of coordinated defence of the Rumanian
and Bulgarian Black Sea coasts

The German Navy is despatching a Naval Mission to Rumania on the lines
of the Amy sad tiiftwaffe Missions to Rumania, On the surface this Mission
is supposed to have the task of guiding a friendly Rumania in the organisation
and tmining, of her Navy and coastal defences,

2. The real tasks are:

(a) To protect the Rumanian coast, especially the naval harbour at
Constanta, against seizure by a third power from the sea.

To direct the Riananian Navy and coastal defences acco<^ng to
German interests and to assist in every way in carrying out
such tasks.

Cb)’ itfter the entry of the German troops into Bulgaria, to guarantee
■^e coordination of the defences of the Rumano-Bulgarian Black
Sea coast against attacks fiom a third power.

As f^ as our troops and the Riimanians are concerned these tasks can be
openly carried out.

The Geiiuan and Rumanian forces employed on coastal defence duties
win be subordinate to the Naval Mission.

●As long as batteries of the Army or Luftwaffe are or become employed i^
Rxamania on tenporary coastal defence against sea objectives they will also
be subordinate to the Naval Mission,

In Bulgaria coastal defence will remain in Bulgarian hands. Liaison
officers are to be placed at the disposal of the Bulgarian High Command to
give advice to the Bulgarians and to coordinate the defence system on the
Rumano«^Bulgarian Black. Sea coast.

The list of service regulations issued to the Commander-in-Chief  of the
jiTny and Luftwaffe in Rumania applies equally to the Grerman Naval Mission
in Rumania,.

1.

3.

4,

5,

signed ; Keitel

Chief of Staff, OKW

Fuehrer Headquarters,

16 February 1941

The Foreign Office advises on l6 February ab 1400 hows:

The following telegraphic report had been received from the Gern^
Legation in Sofia, in which opinions are expressed on individual points raised
by General von Greiffenberg in his report to OKH dated 15 Pebruafy*

1. Bulg^ia requests that the operation does not commence before
28 February, In ary case the entry of the Dobruja group before tnrs cate
would cause confusion in the Bulgarian deployment. Is it necessary#
since a Bulgorian-Turkish agreement is imminent, to send the Dobruja gro\Q)
into Bulgaria before the crossing of the Danube takes place?

G..?;,0265/TF/<yi,V55

/Spedta
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Special care must be talven here if, on the first news that German tank
formations are advancing in the direction of the Turkish frontier, incidents

should occur through nervousness on the part of Turkey.

2, Agreement satisfactory to both sides reached on the matter of command.

3, I have taken it upon myself to speak to the Prime liLnister abou ^

proclamation by the Btilgarian Gkovemment or the King to the Bulgarian p P
His and General von Greiffenberg' s opinion is that there should

proclamation from the Bulgarian side, and not from the Gerro^ Coramam^
Chief. Please give a directive in case you have special wishes as
contents of the proclamation or have other views on it.

4, Leave the question as to whether and when disguised an'ti-ai.j.
are sent to Biilgaria for now imminent agreement between the Germ^ directive,
Bulgarian military authoa^ties. If ary other opinion, I req.ues a

3^ Regarding the question whether mines are to be laid off the
I have requested, in view of possible repercussions on Riassia, t a
Foreign Office be consulted before ary decision is mode.

signed : Richthofen'

section 3The following directive has been sent concerning

legation's telegraphed report:

“It goes without saying that tVie proclamation must not be i

German Oommander-in-Chief but from the Bulgai-ian side. The to

ued by t

Foreign Affairs urgently requests that you ask the Bulgarirm Go
inform us in good time of the text of the proclamation so that i
the Foreign Minister can still make suggestions,'*

As regards section 5 of the Legation's telegraphed report,

ndne-laying off Vama and Biorgas, I worrld be obliged if the is
could have the opportionity to comment on this point before a ctec o
taken.

iss he
for

signed : Ritter

Fuehrer Headquarters,

19 February 1941

On 18 February the Fuehrer made the follovd.ng decisions regarding
Marita":execution of operation

The follov/ing dates are envisaged:

beginning o^’ pontoon-bviilding;
of Danube;crossing

1.

28 February
2 March

on 26 Februoiy
final order for carrying out the operation will be given

at the latest.
The

It will he decided on 26 Februaiy at the latest whether XIV Amy CJorps
Biilgeria when bridge-building operations are begun orvdll march into ^

whether only anti-aircraft forces will be moved in.

Bulgarians alone to decide if and v/hen to lay mines off2. It is for.the

Varna and Burgas.
/3.
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3* If air att^ks are oarried out against Bulgaria and Rumania from Greek
territoiy^ Pliegerkorps X too has freedom of action in operations against
G^eek territory*

for Chief of Staff, OKW

signed : Warlimont

Berlin,

19 February 1941

To; QKW ̂ arations Staff;
APW General Staff - Operations department; ^
Luftwaffe General Staff (Air Operations Staff) ;
Chief of the German Military Mission to Rxmaania*

I,. The following Oonmands will be set xxp by the Navy in the Balkan theatre for
Operation '’Itoita”:

1. Naval 0* in 0, Balkans (to be known for the present as Admiral 2):
officer not yet appointed,

Buty: Safegiiarding naval interests in the Balkans and
'  cooperation with thie other branches of the Armed Forces

(especially with List's Amy Group),

Later cooperation with the Italian Navy in questions of
coastal defence and naval tasks.

He is immediately siibordimte to the Operations Division,
Na\y.

Location: Bucharest to begin with, later Sofia or Athens, to h©
in the neighbourhood of List's Amy Group,

II. Subordinate to Admiral Balkans will be:

2, Naval 0, in C, Rumania (present name:
Rumania is concerned will be known to begin with as:
'^Commander of the Naval Mission to Rumania”; Rear Admiral
Fleischer,

Duty: (a)

Admiral B) , who as far as

Oommand of all the German and Rumanian units
To him isdefending the Rumanian coast,

subordinated Artillery Commander in the Constanta
sector for the concentration of all the coastal
artillery protecting Constanta*

Coordination of Rumanian naval operations.

Liaison with the Chief of the German Military
Mission to Rinnania and the other two branches
of the Armed Forces in Rxmnania,

(b)

(o)

Location: Bucharest,
f  I

Naval Liaison Staff, Bulgaria (present
Staff k) : Captain Wesemann,

' Duty; Representation of German naval interests in Bulgaria,
coordination of measures of the Bulgarian Navy for navaj.

/operations

Naval Liaisonname;
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operations arid coastal defence,
two branches of the German Armed Forces in B\algaria,

Liaison with the other

Location: Sofia.

4* Naval C, in C, Greece (present name:
von Stoscho

Admiral A) > Rear Admiral

Duty; Support for the arny during the attack on ^
matters of warfare in the case of hostile action  y $

well as occupation of the most Command,
th

as

At

e same time closest cooperation with the __py.ntinff against
liaison «ith tha W and Luftwaffe
Oreeoe. After Greece has been ^ffnoes iS Greece,
interests in Greece, Erection of coastal dci

To begin with at 12th Headquarters
^ later i

III, Subordinate to the Naval 0, in C, Greece will be:

Location: n Athens.

Commanders
Sea Defence5. 3 Sea Defence Commanders (present names:

L, M, N)

v/ith Salonica,
ForDuty; To take over the most important ports, to

Volos and Piraeus and to set up the first coas a made

this purpose a total of 4 batteries of artillery  ' still
available to man any Greek coastal batteries whic
serviceable.

and will
IV, These intended staffs will be appointed in the home country

take over their appropriate duties at the right moment.

● nVi the naval
Please inform the Aimy and Luftwaffe Commands with whi -g-t in

umts will be cooperating. The individual Naval Staffs ' r^ftwaff®
direct touch Vi^ith the appropriate Commands of the rjnay ̂  fficers ‘
about further details (e.g. regarding seconding of naval o ^^ons
men to individual bodies of troops for the period of the op

against Greece, and to take over the ports, etc,)

and

signed : Schniewind

Fuehrer Headquarters,

20 February 1541

Re; Protection of Constanta and of the oilfields

I, The responsibility of the Chief of the Military Mission for the tas
of protecting the Rumanian oilfield district and protecting the oil
installations in Constanta extends to arranging the necessary oooperatxo
gf the different German Service Missions and military commands between
themselves and with the Rumanian Armed Forces,

2, The Chiefs of the Service Missions will bear individual responsibility
for the duties falling in their sphere of work and will issue individually
the necessary commands and instructions for these duties in accordance with
^reotioris received from their Commanders-in-Chief,

The some applies to the military commands in Rumania,

In no circumstances may the German tsroops be tactically subordinated
to the Rumanian command,

/The
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The Chief of the Militaiy Mission in conjunction with the other Chiefs
of Missions is to issue orders to secure tactical cooperation with the
Rumanian oonsnands*.

It will he the duty of the Chiefs of the Service Missions to give any
fuirttier neoessaiy orders or directions for local and operational cooperation
^ith the Rumanian conHoands*

4# Becisions about questions of ooinpetence are to he made by the Chief of
the Mllitaa^ Mission having regard to the priority of German interests

signed : Keitel

Chief of Staff, OKIV

OKH Headquarters,

20 February 1941

To: QM Operations Staff

01® encloses herewith a stxidy for an attack against Tiorkey in Eiirope;
tlds study may form a basis for political decisions and the evaluation of
oontOTporary relations. In this study only iirrry considerations  are dealt
withj requirements by the Luftwaffe need a special examination.

The political decision will depend on whether the attack against Turkey
is oarzded' out only when the operation against Greece has ended and the
resultant regrou^ng has been effected, or whether it is to take place
simultaneously, in which case the attack on Greek Macedonia must be
restriGted in forces and objectives.

A decision of the political command - on the assumption that entry
into Bulgaria commences on 2 March - must be made

(i) in Plan A (simultaneous attack against Turkey and Greece with
restriction of the objective as regards the latter) at the latest on
7 March (2 days before the date for switching the 5th Mountain Division) ;

(ii) in Plan B (attack against Turkey after reaching full objectives
in Greek Macedonia and after the resultant regrouping) at the latest on
10 April (4 days before the schedided close of operations against Greece),

OKH suggests thq adoption of Plan B, since only this plan would make
it possible to eliminate the British from the Macedonian area and enable
Salonica to be seized.

In both coses Operation Barbarossa cannot be carried out on the
scheduled date.

signed : Haider

Suryplement 1, Operational objectives for an attack against Tvirkey in Eur«-vjvo

Group A, (IG formations, including 3 fast-moving divisions):

Thrust along the rosd Edirne - Ludeburgas - Oorlu on Istanbul
with the object of destroying the Turkish forces and gaining
bridgeheads on the eastern bank of the Bosphorus at the north-west
of Istanbul,

/Group B,
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(7 formations, incl\iding 1 armoured division);

Thrust through the Turkish fortifications on each side of
Kirk KiUssa (KirkLareli) with the object first of
of rapidly gaining the area aroxand Saray and destroying the
Txirkish forces at Kirk Kilissa and east of it,

(4^ formationsj including 2 fast-moving formation);

Support for the breakthrough of the main forces by
enveloping the first Turkish defence line through \
(Dhidhimotikhon) with the task of reaching Rodosto
early and forming a protection for the southern flank oi "C
forces.

Group B,

Grotqo C,

Comparison of forces and time requirements.Supplaotent 2,

Porces required

for Plan A (simultaneous attack against Turkey and Greece) the
operation will require;

1*

(a)

against Txarkev

54- motorised and 9 infantry
6  infantry divisions and 1 cavalry

German formations :
Bulgarian formations;

21-g- formations, 6^- of them fast-movingTotal:

against Greece

and 1 regiinent3  infantry formations
3  infantry formations

6^ formations

The weak forces employed against Greece compel a lifting
operational objective set (renunciation of Salonioa),

for Plan B (attack against Turkey after conolxosion of the operation
against Greece) to begin with it is planned to have:

German formations :
Bulgarian formations;

Total;

of the

for the covering group against Txjrkey

:  2^ motorised formations and 6 infantry
formations

Bulgarian formations: 6 infantry divisions and 1 cavalry

German formations

division

for the attack on G-r< ?ce

;  3 motorised and 6 infantry formations
plxos one regiment

for the regrouping for the attack on Turkey the ooveiring Group
(T^key) yn.ll be rei nforoed by

formations of the group used to attack Greece;
formations (including 1 armoured division Whioh will be withdrawn
from the instructional troops in Rumania) and 3 infantry divisions
1 armoured division, 3 infantry divisions and 3 BuOgarian
divisions would remain in Macedonia,

German formations

3 motorised

/■Hie
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The force for the attack on Turkey is of the same strength in either
Flan A or B i«e,,

5? motorised formations and 9 infecitry formations, together with
6 Bulgarian infantry divisions and 1 Bulgarian cavalry division,

making a total of 21^ formations, 6-g- of them fast-moving.

2. Ooagmriaoh of Forces

(a) for the attack on the Turkish front a total of 21 ̂ G-ermaVBulgarian
major formations are oi^osed to 30 Turkish formations,

(b) for the attack on the Greek front

in Plan As 6 Germaiy'^'^a^®^ formations are opposed to 4 Greek
formations ,

in Plan B; 12 Germai^/B-ulgarian formations are opposed to 4 Greek
formations ●

3. TigB? calculations

The time required is oalcxilated on the assumption that the entry of
the Dobruja group into Bulgaria and the Building of the pontoon bridges
over the Danube takes place on 28 February, with the Danube crossing on
2 Mardh,

In Plan A the simultaneous attack on Greece and Txarfcey can begin on

In Plan B the conclusion of the operation against Greece, if the attaok
starts on 1 April, is taken as on 14 April. The assembly of the covering
force for Turkey is finished on 13 April,

From 15 April oonanences regrouping for the reinforcement of the
ooveriaig force for Turkey by 3 motorised formations and 3 infantry divisions
(see section 1(b)) , from 16 April the formations of the covering group are
brought up to the Turkish frontier and preparations for the attack are
concluded, ®iis nujvement can be completed by 21 April.

An attack on Turkey is therefore possible axy time from 21 April,

4, The time lag in Plan B for the attack on Turkey amomts to 11 days.

The drawback in this time lag is offset .by the military advantage
of a satisfaotoxy conclusion of the Greek operation (occupation of
Sdlonioa and -tiio effect on the-general situation in the south-east).

G.H.Qo Fliegerkorps VIU

24 Pebr\aaiy 1941
To: Luftwaffe Operations Staff

Ai^eoiation of the position for the advance against Greece

I, Ground position

According to the latest information in Macedonia  4 Greek infantry
divisions - 3 active, 1 reserve division - ejce to be assumed behind
the frontier guard battalions in the area from the river Struma to
cast of Xanthi; over and above this the presence of 2 reserve
divisions in the area to the west of SaJLonica is to be reckoned with.
According to the development of the situation further forces could

/be
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"be transferred to Macedonia from Albania, where there are about 15 Greek
infantry divisions.

There is also the possibility of the arrival of the 2 British

divisions which are standing ready in Egypt awaiting transport, as well
as of the 2 or 5 British divisions which left Britain at the beginning
of Pebruaiy for a destination in the Mddle East,

So one must reckon with the appearance in Macedonia of 6 to 8
battalions of frontier guards as well as of about  8 divisions, of v/hioh

the Greek divisions at ai\y rate will be inferior in armament. Only the

British divisions, if they appear in Macedonia - when they would be ^ ^
en^jloyGd against the part of the 12th Amy attacking from the mountains --
will represent an opponent v/orthy of notice.

To oppose this possible hostile array the 12th Army will deploy as a
front line two moxintain divisions through the Pass of Petrioh (main po
of attack here) as well as one infantry division through each
Nevrokop, Smolyan and Momchilgrad valleys, so that when the pet^ch
has been cleared an advance with 2 armoured divisions can be made in

general direction of Edessa, Further forces will be moved vp later.

The nature of the forces employed on both sides in the firsb
of the attack — forcing a v/ay out of the mountains — makes for a rougi

equality of numerical strength provided there is no marked numerioa
inferiority on the attacking side.

The \anfavourable nature of the terrain encovmtered by an attac

on emerging from the mountains is increased by the configuration o
country in the area north of the frontier crossing places.
valleys with roads in bad condition, and to a large extent only
enox^gh for a single line of traffic, offer targets for the eneny
forces, A few eneny bombers attacking here can hold for a
the advance of the rear elements. Owing to the road conditions i
not everywhere possible to bring up anti-aircraft artillery for
protection of this easily threatened road.

●  (=> that the
The position v/ith regard to terrain forces us to recognise ^/ith a

divisions of the 12th jlriiy employed in the forward line are fooe
stiff task in the first phase of the attack. The quicker they ® ● ^j-^ty
in g®-ijoing space to deploy their forces, the sooner v^ill the sup
of the German weapons make itself felt. All means are to be
concentrated on achieving this end. During this first phase
attack the forces of Pliegerkorps VIII are to abandon all other
order to attain this objective.

of the
.tasks 3.U

Air sitxiationI n.
●be expectedAccording to the latest infonnation the following is to

at the worst:

Bombers1.

30 Greek bombers
100 British bombers in Greece
130 bombers

The possibility of the transfer to this theatre of about 60 British
According to the Intelligence

aircraft of the 250
Even if

■bGOsibers from Egypt must also be considered,
report from the Luf'bwaffe Operations Staff, no more
British bombers based there are considered to b6 operational*
the appearance of Turkish aircraft is inprobable, the potential value of
these must not be overlooked; this could be a matter of about 120 first
and second class bombers.

/ 2,
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EL^;ters

No Greek filters
50 Bidtish fighters in Greece
90 British filters from Egypt

60’ Bi^^h fighters from aircraft carriers
200 fighter airoraffc .

And in addition to this total a possible 120 Tvarkish fighters, 1st
and 2nd cdass*

To c^ETj^se these enen^y fosrces Pliegerkorps VIII has 153 bombers
(39 Ju 114 Ju 87) aid 121 fighters (83 Me 109, 38 Me lio).

If ttie farces of Pliegerkorps X as well as \anlts of the Italian
Air f^o^Oji whose strength is unknown to iis here, are considered as
avail^le for operations against Greece, then conditions for Pliegerkorps
Mil would be proportionately more favourable,

*  The taak laid down for Pliegerkorps VIII are:

1-., The advance to the Greco-Bulgarian frontier as well as the
operaidon in Greece is to be protected as far as is reasonably possible
% the fi|5hter foroes of Pliegerkorps VIII*

2„ Mvhnoe of the 12th Arnty is to be supported in all sectors by
direct intervention in the gro^Jnd can5>aign*

The Gf^o-British air force os well as naval van±ts affecting the
to be eliminated by attacks on the coastal

3*
operations of the amy are
bases and the naval units*

To discharge these duties the forces mentioned above are at the
disposal of Pliegerkorpa VIII, The variety of the tasks and thexr
relation to the strength of the Pliegerkorps compels a concentration
of our foroes for the different tasks according to the requirements
of the situation, with the knowledge that other apparently import^t
Vinds of tSigets must at the some time take seco^ place, mrect or
indirect support for the attacking arn\y will be determined according
to the kind of target selected.

Slnce^ it is essential that all means should be employed to help
advance of the attacking elements of the axw over difficult country,

the full strength of the Stuka Geschwader will be heeded during the
first phase of the attack, to carry out this t^k in the
area. If Geaohwader were detached to attack
objectives, sea targets, eneny air force, Por
of the prineiy purpose - helping the ground troops forwa^.

^ far ss indirect support for the

concerned- only 1 bomber Gruppe of Ju 88s is av^loble, Th

too weak ^ ̂ oeaqpaisn.

the

docdsiv©

Should enemy fighters put in an
tjoaaible to send the dive^-^bombers into action without

of C, In C. Luftwaffe, cover duties for the aniy can only be
afforded "within the bounds of possibility ●

/Should
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Should the eneniy make air attacks on Rumanian or Bulgarian territory

from the moment that the entry into Bulgaria coiranences, then
Fliegerkorps VIII has to carry on air warfare \mtil the deployment of the

arn\y is con5)leted - that is, about 35 days - before it staorbs its chief
task, which is cooperation with the amy, iiny losses and casualties

during this time will result in the Pliegerkorps no longer having its
full fighting strength available when the amy commences the att^k am
being able to carry out only with weakened formations the concentra e

air attacks which are so vital in the early phase of the land campaag

signed : Richthofen

G.O.C. Pliegerkorps
VIII

VIII
G.H.Q. Pliegerkorps

24 February 1941

Proposals for carrying out the operations

Tasks assigned to Pliegerkorps VIIII.

all sectors by
(a) The advance of the 12th Amy is to be supported in

direct intervention in the ground can^aign.

The Greco-British air force as well els naval units
operations of the anry are to be eliminated by attacks on
bases and the naval units.

Preparations are to be made to support an airborne landing
British bases in the Greek islands (Lemnos) ●

affecting

t

 the
coastal(^)

o seize
(c)

Plans of the 12th Amy CongnaindII.

The 12th Amy will - starting on ai.-day“2 from the Dobruja - ̂  2,ete
thi^3ugh Bulgaria towards the south with several task I’orces, to con^j
the advance to the southern Bulgarian frontier about a month late ●

In this connection Panzer Group 1 will stand by behind the
frontier defences along the Tvirkish frontier until A-day+2;

(a) to cover the advance of the following elements of the amy
moves from Turkey;

(h) to go over at once to the coimtei*-attack in the event of a
attfiLok,

The bulk of the infantry divisions will be brought up into the
area on the Bulgarian-Greek frontier. After the position has been
clarified on the Turkish frontier. Panzer Group 1 will join up with tn
main body behind the right wirg in the area south of Sofia,

On X-Day the 12th Amy will set out from this second assembly on a

ly

"broad front towards the south so as to attack with a strong right wing
in the direction of Edhessa and Veroia.

Ill, fi-perationa by Pliegerkorps VIII during the advance into
Bulg^a (1st Pha^ ~

After the southern Rumaniari frontier has been crossed attacks by
the Greco-British adr force on Bulgarian territory to interrupt the Gerioan

Bulgarian

agains'*'

Turkish

assemb

/deployment
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deployment and to terrorise the population have to he taken into
consideration, as wdl as a possible move of the Turkish forces from Thrace
agaiiist the Burgas - Stara Zagora line; even if the latter is

in^iohable, it may still not be disregarded. An advance by the Greeks
is not expected.

1, Operation of the defence forces

The expected attacks by hostile air forces necessitate the early
deployment of the defence units in Bulgaria.

The organisation of Fliegerkorps VIII in Rumania has therefore been
so arranged that by ihrowing forward from the Dobruja the units
necessary for defence (advance Staff el) , anti-aircraft and fighter
forces can be quickly installed in Bulgaria. Since the advance from
the Dobfuja area is to take place two days, or according to earlier

orders three days, before the completion of the Danube pontoon bridges
the forces detailed for Plovdiv and Sofia must assemble in the Dobruja,

Only by sending .the advance body from the Dobruja will it be
pcssible to install anti-aircraft defences in the Bulgarian area in good
time. The flak regiment detailed for this can reach the Plovdiv area
in 55 hours from the Dobruja, and the Sofia area in 65 hours. Thus
anti-airoraift defence at Plovdiv and the industrial centres Karlovo and
Kazanlik will be ensured with 1 battery each by the afternoon of A-Day,
and at Sofia ten hotars later, with 1 battery, *

In the case of the originally scheduled entry onA-Day-3 the
additional anti-aircraft protection in the Bulgarian theatre wotxLd have
been assvired by A-Day^l,

The TneafniTefl taken by G.O.C. Pliegerkorps VTII to hasten the
installation of the fighter Geachwader at Plovdiv and Sofia
(incorporation of the groimd staff in the advance Staffed, enployment
of the transport groxp; render it possible for this formation to have
one Gruppe operating at Sofia and one at Plovdiv from midday on
AfDay-2.

2. Operation of the attacking forces

On the day of the entry (A-Day-2) the formations of Pliegerkorpa
VIII will be at their airfields in Rumania.

A removal forward of the Stuka Geschwader to the area around

Plovdiv can only be undertaken if the operationally necessary
ground staff have already arrived there by air and by land. In the
C£^e of the grovmd personnel moved by air this will be on the morning
of A-Dcy-1, Until this time therefore, from the commencement
of hostilities by the eneny, all targets in Thrace, Greece and on
the coast or over the sea oan only be attacked from the Bxochareat area
by l/li.G'.l (Ju 68) , II/Z*G.26 and IIl/St.Go2 (Ju 87*R*)»

According to the situation and results of reconnaissance the
targets in question for these forces in this first phase axe:

In the oaae of non-intervention by Turkey; attacks on the
Greco-British air force in their bases or on attempts by the

British to land in Greece (Salonica, Kavalla, Dedeagaoh) ●

  combating attempts to land on the
Bulgarian coast (Burgos, Voma) as well as attacks on the
Turkish ground forces and if neoossary the Turkish-British
air force in and to the north of Thrace,

If Turkey intervenea!

/On
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On arrival in the Plovdiv area at midday on A-Day-1 of the grovind

staff sent by air, the whole of the dive-bomber Geschwader as well as a
long-range reconnaissance Staffel will be available in the Plovdiv area.
Before the arrival of the ground personnel moving Y/ith the land forces,
by making the fxallest use of the battle strength of the
it Yd.ll only be possible in the Bvilgarian theatre to conduct a ae
campaign against Turkeyj that is to say, the deployment of Panzer
in the Maritsa valley can be covered.

It would not be possible to support Panzer Group  1 i^ rjhaskovo
attack until the operating base had been advanced to ero\ind
(Haskovo) - Yambol; that is to say not until the arrival o  &

a counter¬

staffs and supply -units moving vd.th the land force.

Fro-vided the units coming with the land force are
early enou^, the advance and supply of the operating base
appear to be ensvired in time for a possible counter-attack: y
Panzer Gro\Q) 1,

In this first phase the G.O.C. Pliegorkorps VIII is ainn^
at distributing his forces so that they are ready to interne
most needed when the anry later advances out of the Struma ^
against Greece; it is the intention in agreement with the I .
Amy Command, that to being with all forces should be employ®
conclude the repulsion of the Ttirkish opponent -  a task whic
become necessary - before the attack on the Greek amy is comm®

Operation of Fliegerkorps VIII dxiring the entry into_G£®2S^

Offensive forces

wh

(Pnd

1.

ere

 Phasel
IV.

frontier has beenAfter the position on the Bulgariari-Txjrkish
clarified, the 12th Arny will regroup for the advance o-vcr
Bulgarian-Greek frontier, concentrating on the valley of the S r .
By this time it will be necessary for the fonnations of
to regroup to make better use of flying range, to cooperate i^re c
with the ground forces at decisive points, and to take advantage
more favourable meteorological conditions in the Struma valley.
Goschwader 2 and Jagdgeschwader 2? will therefore be removed from
plo-vdiv and Sofia area to the Strtama valley, so that there
operate against groxond targets in the closest cooperation with the
groxand troops, who will be fighting their way out of the Dioxm-fc^^ whiesh
most difficult terrain conditions. I/L.G-.I, Il/Z.G.26 and 7/L.G-. »
vrill remain in the Plovdiv area since their transfer to the Stmoma ,

III

valley is not possible, will then be available for raids on t^gets wn
are of decisive importance to the gro-und campaign and which lie ̂ eep

All formations vdll later be taken across the
have been carrxed out

V

in- enemy territory.
Greek frontier as soon as necessary preparations
■beyond the frontier.

Defence forces2,

In any case a regrouping of the anti-aircraft forees will be
necessary with the transfer of the flying xanits to the Strxmxa -valley.
For the protection of the units remaining in the Plo-vdiv area one flak
hatteiy will be sxxfficient, while it is intended to relieve the xanits
at Kazanlik and Karlovo by anti—eiircraft vinits belonging to the army,
in addition, the extra flak battery detailed for the protection of Sofia
will be sent forward. These two flak batteries are to take o-ver the
protection of the flying formations lying in the Struma valley; also a
part of them will hold themselves ready to go into action ogo^t ground
targets, so that they also can thxjs help the advance of the attacking
infantry. soon as the flying xjnits from the Strxana valley or from
the Plo-vdi-v area have been moved foarv/ard over the Gr*eek frontier, the
onti-^rcraft forces necessary for the protection of the gj?oxind
organisation will be moved up. A .
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V, Operation against the Greek islands

It is not yet possible to estimate the support which will be provided

for the planned airborne attack to seize British bases on the Greek
islailde because according to information about the enerqy no British base

on the Greek islands is known, with the exception of Crete, and details
of the opera.tional areas on Greek soil which will probably be required
for sueh an attack cannot yet be envisaged.

signed : Richthofen

G.O.G, Pliegerkorps VIII

OKL Operations Staff,

25 February 1941

To: (a) Luftflotte 4

,(b) Itaixift Rome, personally for General, von Pohl

(g) Piiegergprps X, personally for General Geisler

He: 1, Attacks on sea targets in the Mediterranean

2, Boundaries in Greece from the commenceinent of operation "Marita”

3* Aia? warfare for operation "Marita"

Owing to the now situation which will arise in the Mediterr^ean aa

a rosult of operation "Marita", the campaign against eneny warships
against eneny and neiitral merchant shipping in the central and eastern
Mediterranean from the commencement of operation "Marita" will be
unifoimiy controlled as follows:

1, In the following sea areas the \anrestricted attacking of sea targets
(unrestricted war on merchant shipping) is authorised: southern
limit: the ooaat of Africa; western limit; 6 degrees East;
northern limit; from 6 degrees East along latitude 40 degrees
North eastwards as far as Sardinia, Prom Gape Carbonara

(south-east point of Sardinia) to Trapani (north-west point of
Sicily), Prom Messina to Reggio (Strait of Messina) , along
the Calabrian coast to the north—v/est as far as Cape Colonne

(southeast of Ootrone) , thence to the Greek frontier north of
Corfu, and northwards along the Albanian coast as for as the
Greek positions. In addition the whole of the Aegean Sea and
the eastern Mediterranean,

2, Exoe-ptions

Attacks on the fpllcwing sea, ob^Jootives of any kind are on
principle forbidden:

(a) in the Sea or Marmara

(b) in thei Dardanelles

(o) in Turkish territorial waters

(d) inotallationa or shipping in the Corinthian Canal, since
it is of thp utmost iniportanoe that there shall be free
passage for our shipping thro\jgh the Canal when it is in our
posseasion. /3.

1.

Gc2iiC26Vn/lQ/45)/35
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3* On the coiTDTiencement of the operation against Greece, the eastern
Mediterranean and the Aegean Sea will be declared an operational area

by the Foreign Office,

Boxmdaries for attacks on sea objectives in the Aege^ Sea for
Fliegerkorps VIII and Fliegerkorps X and/or the Italian Air Force;

Fliegerkorps VIII east and north of the line Trikeri (south
east of Volos) - Euboea - Andros - Tinos - Mikonos (excluding

the islands) - Ikaxia and Samos (including the islands), line#
Fliegerkorps X and the Italian Air Force v/est and south of tnis

II,

Pliegerkoips VIII east and north, F g
and/or Italian Air Force v/est and south of the line centre oi

Prespa (155 km. west of Salonica) - thence in a south-easterly
along the valleys of the Aliakkov and Aliakmon rivers as far as

(these to Fliegerkorps X area) - along the railway leading Vo ^
Kalabaka and Trikkala as far as Kardhitsa - Lamia (towns to F 3-eg
VIII area) - sea coast - continuation as mder paragraph II ●

Boundaries in Greece:III.

●4-oq — Turnovo
During the entiy into Bulgaria the line River Marivsa

(Zlati Dol) ~ Yambol - Burgas nvay not be flown over in protection
th

of

e Turkish frontier, with the exception of defensive fliS“ ®
of the port of Bvirgas,

IV.

all
Violations of the Jugoslav frontier are to be avoided m

circumstances,

y. Should air attacks on Bulgaria and Rxanania take P^^^j-+ax)ks on
Greek territory, Fliegerkorps VIII is authorised to make ^
Salonica and on airfields in its battle area known to be o F

time
appropriate
^  VIII*

n T-V inf orm
Luftwaffe General in Italy and Fliegerkorps X may  ° ^ater by

Italian commands about this order at a data to be advie^
C,‘ in C. Luftwaffe,

Forces of Fliegerkorps X will receive oid.ers at the ^
for attacks on targets in the operational area of Rli'^S®^ ®

VI.

(Translator's note: On receipt of his copy General von Poiil ( ^j^a.t so for the
Xxi Italy) commented:  "I draw your attention to the Qxjiantiti®^ ,
airfields in southern Italy have only been supplied with pliogerkorps X
fuel oil and with no m\anitions at all, therefore to begin v/itn
will have to operate exclusively from Sicily,")

Headquarters ,puelorer

19U
25 February

The Fuehrer in the presence of the Reich Foreign Minister
25 February 1941 at I730 hoirrs:

Start of pontoon-bridge building:

At the same time iransfer cf the necessary air defence

decid

28 February 19411.

forces

ed on the

 to Bulgaria.

2 Lfcroh 1941Crossing of the Danube and entry of XIV aVrny Corps:

signed : Keitel

2.

Chief of Staff, OKW
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Operations Division of the Naval Staff,

Berlin,

26 February 1941

To: Atoral Z (Admiral Schuster)

Admiral A (Rear Admiral von Stosch)

Admiral B (Rear Admiral Fleischer)

Naval liaison Staff K (Captain Wesemann)

Re: Directive for naval operations in the Balkan theatre

The following has been laid down in OKW directives for the intended
operations in the Balkans.

The result of the can^aign in Albania has not yet been settled,
Efforts are being made by the British to establish an air base under
the protection of a Balkan front, which would be  a threat especially
to Italy, as well as to the Rumanian oilfields.

Because of this situation- the Fuehrer has ordered operation
"Marita", with the object of occupying from Rumania and by way of
Bulgaria the northern Aegean coast and the Salonica basin, and if
necessaiy occupying whole of the Greek mainland via Larissa and
the Isthmus of Corinth,

The advance of the anry is to be supported by the Luftwaffe, by
the elimination of the eneny air force and as far as possible by
the occupation of the British bases on Greek islands by means of
airborne landings.

I.

1.

It is vincertainBulgaria is .expected to render assistance,
■Whether the Bulgarian forces will participate in the attack, but
the Bulgarian Anry v/ill be in charge of flank protection towards

in addition German t roops will be held in readinessTurkey;
there.

The attitude of Jugoslavia is not yet definitely known, and for
the timo being the possibility of losing the Jiogoslavian r^lways
even for-supplies is not to be expected. It will be decided
later to what extent the Italian Armed Forces are to participate
in operation "Marita", and how the operations should be co
ordinated.

In order to ensure the limitation of the theatre of war,
efforts will be made to conclude non-aggress ion pacts between
Bulgaria and Turkey (since concluded) and Germany-Bulgaria and
Jugoslavia,

After operation "Marita" it is planned to withdraw the forces
for new assignments.

In detail it has been decided:: -o2.

Constanta must be protected as quiciay and strongly as possiblo
against attacks by eneny sea forces and against air attacks. For
this purpose mobile forces, anti-aircraft and arny batteries must

xf they are detailed later to cany out -bhe
Railway cannon with rotating mountings are to

They are to be replaced

V bo used first, even
Marita operation,
be transferred on request by the Na-vy.
later by fixed coastal batteries. /Meanwhile
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Meanwhile the Navy has ordered the M III "battery (3 17 oni* guns)

and the Tirpitz battery (3 28 cm, guns) with Gennan personnel to

Constanta, Delivery is "being arranged of mining material for the
Rumanian Navy,

One "battery of 3 17 cm, guns for "Vama and one "battery of 2 24 cm,
guns for Burgas have been placed at the disposal of BxAlgaria,

to be manned v/ith Bulgarian personnel. In addition 700 ndnes,
1,000 explosive buoys, steel rails and svJeeping equipment wx e
delivered, V/hether and when mines are to be laid off Varna

Bixpgas remains for the Bulgarians to decide.

On the basis of these directives ahd orders from OKf^II.

directive is issued for the German Naval Staffs operating
area:

The task for the German naval elements operating in Balkan
Employment of the available naval forces to defend

area from the sea against enemy attempts at landing on ^ ^
bomb

is:

ardment of important places on the coast. Exploii^a-cio

protection of the sea route along the Black Sea and Aegean
coasts for our own sea traffic. The possibility of
Turkish straits will have to be dealt with tlirovigh politicax
channels.

the

1,

The tasks may be later extended, especially in the Gre 4 glands,
the add.ition of Italian naval forces for taking the final
protecting the Dodecanese, and finally seizing Crete,
aim of acquiring an outlet for an extension of w arfare in

eastern Mediterranean must be remenibered.

the

barely adequate
the Rumanian -
Bo taken for_
later date m

an

as
2. The forces available to gain this objective are

far as the German Navy is concerned, and as far as
Bulgarian Navies are concerned very small,

granted that Italian forces will be employed at some
the Greek theatre.

It can

d

of the

small forces
The main strength must therefore lie in the initiative

few German Comiiiands and by the systematic
with precise German organisation and giving of orders.

At the moment only Rumania is the starting area for ^ust
tasks in the Balkans, Therefore it is here that the foundaui

be laid with all possible speed, for the sure accomplisViment oi
measures that have to be taken in the Black Sea area.

of theuse

3.

theare
In this connection the vital points in the Riananian theatre

Constanta district and the area of the Deinuhe delta. The

responsibility for coastal i^rotection at Constanta, consisti:^
close concentration of the artilleiy of the German and Rumanian
Navies and of the German and Rumanian Armies, will be taken over oy
the "Artillery ComiTiander of the Constanta sector" nominated by ®

Navy, ̂ In a^ition it is intended to lay a minefield which should
make it difficult for the eneny to come v/ithin firing distance,
Eor the district at the mouth of the Danube the Rumanian naval

forces will prepare for action and likewise also protective minefields
will be laid where the Rumanians have not alrcady done so. The
threat of possible mining of the Danube itself from the air must
be taken into exccount. In such an event it is intended to use the

Rumanian Danube flotilla, if necessary with Gennan ground minesweeping
gear. Since ot'fensive tasks in the Black Sea may also arise as a
result of developments v/hich cannot be foreseen, the Rumanian
naval units, strengthened by improvised war material, 80*e also to
be prepared for such an operation, as far as it possible within
the limited scope available.

of

A.
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.  In Bnigaria the measxires taken by the Bulgarian Navy for the
protection of the Bulgarian coast and ports must he especially
supervised. It is expected that a fully effective ̂ angement
of the gTm>i 1 forces of the Bulgarian Navy for the joint defence
' of the Black Sea coast will he quickly effected on the basis of the

In cane such an order should be issued^preparations already made,

it.

the Bidgarian forces are to be prepared for operations in the
Macedonian coastal area, especially for the defence and
ddinihistration of the ports east of Salonica.

●  During the advance of the amy against Greece the main task for
the Navy will be to take over as far as possible the protection of
the flank towards the sea, by guarding as soon as possible the most
importaht ports as they are taken and securing the shipping area
oif the Greek east coast. Altogether four Gennan battery crews__   Altogether four Gennan battery crews

5

will be detailed for the defence of Salonica, Volos and Piraeus,
in case the Greek batteries do not fall undamaged into our hands,,
four medium batteries (2 of 3 17 cm. and 2 of 3 15 cm. guns) will be
ggt ready in Serroary for immediate forwarding to Greece.

● Since it will not be possible even at a later date to allocate
the Greek west coast and the

to the Italianfurther Gentjan forces, the area on
i^loponnese will probably have to be handed over
Navy to defend.

will also have to take over the defence in theThe Italian Navy
Aegean by sea patrols.

A directive ̂ out the participation of the Italians in the tasks
in' the Greek theatre will be issued at the proper time.

Operations are to be carried out in detail on the basis that
influenoe must especially be brought to boar on the operatio^l
deliberations of the Rumanian and Bulgarian Navies as l^-ter
of the Italian N^vy - as far as this last has
done through the Naval Liaison Staff in Rome. Wien the
Naval Mission to Rumania is announced it will already ^

General Antonesou that the Rumanian naval forces
Owing to lack of

requested of  _
in Constanta and Galatz take over this duty.

6.

it will not be possible at first to interfere
In this sphere too influenoe at a

our own personnel
with the taoticcCL execution,
later date is to be aimed at.

the immediate uniformityOf more eapeoial ioroortance however is
of control, down to the last detail of the tactical execution, for
the recognitiem signal service, aircraft reporting service,
seiyice for transmission of communications, as well as coastal
ligh‘iiu9t:ises and visual signal batteries.

In this connection an especially close cooperation with the
Luftiv/affe is to be established.

if
Strict Bi^rvision of ports and shipping is required;

neoessary it may be found \iseful to bring in German Consuls,
business men, etc., for this purpose. Such German perso^,
poBoibiy 03 specialists, azre to be en^loyed to attend to these
duties in respect to Gareek airfields.

Purthefmore in the Greek area our own Observer Service is
to be set \ip as soon as possible along the coast and on the
adjacent islands. We must tiy to get local inhabitants for these
dutiOB by offering suitable remtaneration.

Owing to the smallness of the haval forees available, close
liaison with the headquarters of the Amy and Luftwaffe is of

/decisive

7.

0*240265/IP/10/A.9/35
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decisive value. It m\Jst be pointed out again and again to these
staffs that great iinportance is attached to protection of the coast

and sear*lanes, and especially in the Greek theatre, in all
operations. The employment of army units, especially artilleiy,
and air patrol of the coastal districts is to .he demanded to
oppose possible eneny attacks from the sea.

To this end the closest contact is to be maintained between the

Naval C, in C, Balkans and List's Amjy Gro^jp, between the Naval
C, in 0, Rumania and the Commander of the Army Mission to Rum^ia,
between the naval liaison staff in Bulgaria and the Naval C. in C,
Greece and the commander of the 12th Amy, Por the operations
in Greece the Sea Defence Commander appointed will probably have
to be attached to the various divisions so that they can take

part in early discussion on questions which may arise out of eneny
measures at sea.

The great n\amber of tasks which have to be performed by only a
small number of German officers and soldiers demands especial

clarity in the issuing of orders and giving of directions to tne

other Navies, as well as adaptability, initiative and liberal
inprovisation on our part.

8,

Each individual is to embark on this difficvlt task in the

knowledge of the sympathetic thoughts of our allies, and by
awakening and bringing out their own latent strengths and taien ,
and having regard to the often narrowly defined limits of
efficiency, is to achieve the utmost possible with the iefficiency, is to achieve the utmost possible with the small foro
available, and by clear and purposeful leadership the German Navy
■will gain recognition in these waters too.

draft signed by ; Raeder

DOCUMENT No. 52
27 February 1941

Teleprint message from

Lufbflotte 4

in C, L\aftwaffeto; C«

I, Operational plans of Pliegerkorps VIII

1st phase; Stab and IIl/JoG,27 Kmanowo (10 km south-east of Plovdiv)

Il/j.Go27 Vrba ( Radomir, 35 km. south-westnear  of
Sofia)

Stukagesohwader 2 Krumowo

7(F)/LoG,2 KrunKJWo

2(F)/II Vrba

In the event of danger from the south-east it is intended -
gynfjjording to the situation — to move Stukageschwader 2 and IIl/j,G*27
forward to the airfields planned near Yanibol, Stara Zagora and Haskovo,

So long as the situation permits l/L,G,l and Il/S.G<,26 v/ill not be
jjffyyed forward at the start from Rumanian airfields to Krumowo, so as not to
oomiB®^® hostilities with a removal.

/Order ofii :
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Order of removals;

Oil ArDay - 2: Stab and IIl/j,G*27, any necessary groiond personnel hy
Ju transports* (Time reqiaired depends on the nianber of Ju's talcing off).
As soon as the Ju*s are free, removal of Il/j,G-,27 to commence. On the
conipletion of the removal of J,G,27, Ju 52* s will be at the disposal of
Stidcagesc^wader 2, at the earliest on A-Day - 1, since before then only
defence forces mey "be sent forward, 7(F)/L,G*2 and 2(P)/ll will be
moved when ground personnel coming with the land forces arrive, probably
A-4)ey + i.

As soda as it is recognised that no danger threatens from the southr-
east the 2nd phase begins; Stab and two Gruppen of St\akagwclw/ador 2 from

Krumoivo to Krajnica (ifJD km, south-south-eeist of
Sofia) , one Gruppe to Belitsa

Stab and IIl/j,G,27 from Krumov/o to Belitsa

I/L,G,1 from Silistea to Knjmowo; (Silestia
Crubii, east of Bailesti)

Il/Z,G,26 from Alexandria (SO km, south-west of
Bucharest) to Krumowo

7(F)/L,G,2 remains in Krvimowo

2(p)/ll and Il/j,G,27 remain in Vrba

On the dey before the attack Il/j,G,27 moves from Vrba to Belitsa,

Oh the ocamnencement of the "Marita" attack, as soon as the frontier
is clear of the eneny and Petrice (Petrioh) airfield no longer over
looked, the Stukagruppe moves from Belitsa to Petrich,

Battle HQ of Pliegerkorps VIII located since 1700 hears on 27 February
at Baieasa airfield (near Buclharest) ,

Il/J,G,27 and 2(P)/ll have removed to Gi\ilesti (near Bticharest) ,

II.

III.

Fuehrer Headquarters,

27 February 1941

Re: Operations of German flying \jnita in the Mediterranean area
(Operation "Marita")

The behaviour of the German flying formations towards Greece,
r  from the date of the entry of Gerrroan troops into Bxalgaria until

■  authority to attack is given by OKW, will be modelled on the lines
of the directions to Piiegerkorps X, with the following exceptions:

When it has been established that eneny aiaxjraft have crossed
the Grecd-BitLgarian frontier and made air raids on German or
friandly troops or on areas -which are under Greamian protection,
then the L\if-t?waffe is authorised to cany o-ut air reconnaissance
over Greek territory.

Raids on Greek territory are authorised as soon as it has been
eatabliahed without doiibt that the eneny is attacking from Greek
land or waters. In doubtful oases a decision is to be obtained
from the QKIf/ before our own attacks on Greek territory are
launched, ,

1,

f

2. Rfdda on Turlish -territory, Txrrkish waters and the Sea of Marmora,
^ Well os flights over these areas except in an emergency are
forbidden.

/Should
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I

Should it be established that England is making air raids from Turkish
waters, or is installed on Turkish airfields or has sent naval forces
through the Dardanelles or the Bosphonos, a decision is to be o
from OKF about further measures to be taken*

Should it be necessary to carry out unarmed
Turkish territory, an application to this effect is to be su
by the Luftwaffe*

3, With the commencement of the attack on land the
complete freedom of action both against Greece and the

It is intended when the attack begins to allow ^^®^^^^^Q^iurkish
offensive operations in the Aegean Sea with the
territorial waters and to warn neutral shipping
the threatened waters*

An order follows*

in

3

I

3

signed ; Keitel

Chief of Staff» 0^

28 February 19^Telephone message:

From C* in C. German Arny in Rumania

German Military Mission in RumaniaTo;

to
The HQ Staff of L Army Corps v/ith Corps troops will be transf

Rumania in the III Aufmarschstaffel and placed under the command ot
Ooininander-in-Chief of the German Amy in Rimiania from the middle oi

It is intended to place the 46th and l83rd Infantry Divisions
under L AiW Corps command.

Corps Headquarters v/ill be in Constanta.

The Command of XI Anty Corps will make arrangements for
accommodation, etc*, for L Amy Corps HQ Staff, the 46th and l83rd
Divisions until L Amy Corps Staffel arrives*

(Dobruja)

OKW Operations Staff

Berlin,

5 March 1941

OKCi Operations Staff

Copy to; General von Rintelen in Rome

To:

attitude to
The Fuehrer has issued the followiaig order oonceming your

Italian intentions in Albania*

the Italian offensive in Albania before theWe are not interested in
completion of o\ar deployment on the Bulgarian-Greek frontier*

/Therefore
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Therefore m infliience is to he exercised, either positive or negative,
on ̂  plans of theire, which can saddle ua with any responsibility for Italian
Botiona or pioissions.

On the oontraiy, the in^ression must be clearly given that our careful
deployment and preparations for an offensive on the Bulgarian-Greek frontier
will not be conpleted before the first days in April,

Exchange ,of liaison staffs is therefore not necessary for the time being,

Ag:reements‘between the High Commands on the tasks as a whole and the
boundaries of operational areas in the air will suffice until direct contact
between the German and Italian troops on Greek territory is expected, and not

^til then will direct communications circuits from List’s Arny Headquaarbers
to Oavailero’S Amy Group be possible or useful.

OKIV Operations Staff,

Berlin,

6  March 1941

To: OEEj Operations Staff

copy to: CBCH Operations Division

The 5itehrer decided on 5 March:-

Deployment for Marita is to continue according to plan, measures for a
P«*oviaua attack with mobile formations are mean\/hile not expected.

Danger from the Turkish side can be taken as removed.

Operations Division of the Naval
Staff,

Berlin.

7 March 1941

To: OKW Operations Staff

OKH, Anty General Staff

OKL, Operations Staff

"Marita”

Enclosed herewith for your information a copy of  a communication from
Naval G, in G. Balkans concerning naval operations in the south-eo-stem area*

OKH OKL are requested to issue ary necessary instructions relative
paragraphs 5 and 6,to

draft signed by : Pricke

/Berlin

<^^ZHQ265/mWW^
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Berlin

6 March 1941

Enclosure to above

To: 12th Aiw GHQ,

Pliegerkorps VIII

HQ Luftgau XVII

Acbooiral A

Admiral B

fi
Naval Liaison Staff K

Re: Naval operations in the south-eastern area

and the
After the occ\:qpation of the most important coastal places

early restoration of their seaward defences, the Navy considers taiong the

operation as a whole that its chief task will he to clear and set in
operation as soon as possible the sea transport lane from the Rumanian
Black Sea coast through the Dardanelles and the Aegean to the Isthmus o

(  Corinth, thence connecting with the Italian sea routes.

Preceding this task or at least sim\altaneo\is with it, it

©specially important to support the Arny and the Luftwaffe in the
oocvpation of the islands, by organising transport over the sea*

At the moment only the few merchant ships lying in ^ian

1.

and
2*
Rumanian Black Sea harbours and the vinits of the Rumanian and ^ few
Navies are available for these tasks. The fighting quality of g
units cannot be estimated very highly and must, especially in the c
the Riananian Navy, be first increased by German aid.

/

of

In the Aegean ports it will only be apparent after the occupatio^
to briug
can
Naval

car

f

3.
v/hat means of transport arc available. Although we will try
Italian naval forces into this area as soon as possible so they
out the above-mentioned tasks \mder German direction, the German
Commands will have at first to improvise the necessary escort
the shipping available. This will primarily be concerned with har
defence flotillas, patrol flotillas, auxiliary cruisers and armed
transports.

ry

rom

i  v. The Navy is largely dependent on the assistance of the Amy and
^*Luftwaffe in the execution of these tasks. In view of the transport

and battle pjroblems which the Amy and the Lxiftwaffe have to solve ;
assistance will be very much in the interests of both these branches
the Services*

/.
such
of

y  ̂(a) When the ports and harbovir installations, and even the smalles"*^
coastal towns are captured, ships of all sizes and harbour ^
installa.txons (batteries, signal stations, storage sheds, materi
for fitting out ships, etc.) must be spared as much as possible

It will oe
during "the fighting and secured at once for the Navy,
the duty of those commissioned by the Admirals commanding to
decide which material is to be used for the Navy and which
material can he released for other military or civilian uses*
Please issue the appropriate directions and orders to the
subo3rdinate commands.

Shovld suitable naval forces be lacking, the planning of a safe
sv5>ply transport route will at first depend almost

/exclusively

(^)

G. 2U0265/IF/1O/U9/35
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exclusively on reconnaissance. The close cooperation at top level
“between the corresponding Coramands of the Luftv/affe and the Navy
and. the carrying out of ary reconnaissance needed is therefore
necessary*

Also the Naval Commands concerned must be linked up vd.th the aircraft
reporting service of the Luftwaffe and also with the coasteil
reporting service of the Amy, v/hich is to be installed if
possible. Since the Navy has no suitable signals network or
means of communication at its disposal, the ilrny and Lxrftwaffe
are requested to set up adequate signals connections from their
end.

(c) if it should be the case that only unsuitable or numerically
insufficient auxiliary warships can be prepared, then
in the opinion of the Operations Division of the Naval Staff the
Siebel pontoon ferries bxjilt and provided for "Sea Lion"
(invasion of Britain) must be considered for use as emergency

It will be proposed that, for the Aegean theatre.craft,
material for about 50 of these Siebel ferries should be prepared
in Bulgaria, so that they can be used there as required by the
Navy,,

The help of Amy engineer units will be necessary for assembling the
ferries, for armament there will be if necessary anti-aircraft
batteries or 2 and 4 cm. Army or Luftwaffe guns, and crews will be
provided by the Navy,

draft signed : Schxister

12th .;j.rny Headquarters,

10 Iv.jrch 1941

iirny Order No. 2

The Damibe crossing and entry of the 12th -imy into Bulgaria have been
completed according to plan and so far without eneny interference,
Bulgarian people the Bulgarian G-ovemment have received the German
troops joyf\illy and have energetically assisted.

In spite of the great difficxilties of terreJn and in some places very bed
road oonditions the objectives have been reached by the evening of 10 March
after considerable feats of marching.

The
1.

The first task of the 12th Amy, deployment of the mobile forces
opposite Turkish Thrace and throwing ovrb advance detachments to the

B\jlgarian-Greek frontier, is thus acoompliebed.

Military and political ̂ sition in the Balkans

Jugoslavia

The Jugoslav Armed Poroes arc partialOy mobilised. The 5thj^d
3^ A^s are deployed in the south-east of the country. Parts
of the 2nd and 1st Armies arc also to be called up. Altogether
at the moifcnt 17 diviaiona at the most (but probably less) can be
ready for en^loyment.

(a)

2.

With these atme the Jugoslav Coranand will prob^ly succeed in
keeping the fighting on the Bulgarian-G-reek frontier clear of
Jugoslav territory.

/(b)

G;2)4D2S5/ityiO/14-9/39
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Greece

In spite of the German entry into Bialgaria, so far no notable
reinforcement on the BuCLgarian front has Been ohserved. At the
moment it can he accepted that the north-eastern Greek frontier is

garrisoned hy frontier guards and (at the most) 4 divisions* In
addition to these the Greek Command has only 2 reserve divisions

(including the hattle-weaiy 4th Division) available in
district* 2 or 3 further reserve divisions and one mo tons ea

are being formed, but are not yet ready*

Details about Greek operational plans are not to hand*

Turkey

The organisation of the Turkish forces is unchanged.^ ^^mpchaSsed

27 infantry divisions, 2 caval:^ divisions and 1 motorise
division are stationed in Turkish Thrace*

Since 2 March field fortifications have been very

along the following lines;

So-called Tendon positions: Gedege (Sazara) - Derekoey

built
hurriedly

- Kovoas -

Erikler - Suelecik (Sueloglu) - Edime (Adrianople)

Switch line: Suelecik - Haskoey - Havsa

The Cakmak Line: Jvuidala (north-west of Uskup) - Kirklareli
thence following the Tekesi:yi (River Inece) to Pehlivankoey

Edime and especially Kirklareli have modem defence ms
Construction is however not conpletely finished.

According to what had so far been established there is
indicate an offensive by Turkish forces. It must however

for granted that the Tvirkish Command is fully determined
Thrace *

British forces

There are no amy units on the Greek mainland, 2 or 3 di^s^®’^
are standing by in Egypt, possibly for a landing on the Greek

islands (Crete, Lemnos)* Aocordi^ to information to date
Government refuses to allow a landing of British troops.

tallation

nothing to
he taken

to defend

the Gre

(c)

s.

(d)

ek

of
British flying mits are stationed in the north-eastern

Greece* Their stmngth hac not been ascertained, but cert^niy
amounts to only a few squeidrons, Sedes near Salonioa, Larmsa an
Lemnos must be assumed to be British airfieldsp which in certain
circumstances covild be quickly manned from the air.

Only a number of specialists (for the Air Force and for construction
of fortifications) have definitely been located in Txxrkish Thrace,
The presence of British anti-aircraft forces (Istanbul, Edime,
Corlu) hac it is true been reported, but not oonfirmed.

The 12th Army has been so grouped that it can oommenoe the attaxsk
on Greece on X-Day (not before 1 April) ,

The primary aim of this attack continues to be the swift occupation of
Solonixja and the northern Aegean coast.

In this connection I order the following;

3.

4.

/(a)
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(a) Panzer Groi:^) 1 is to take over the conmiand, iVom 1200 hours on
11 Ifarch, of all the forces on the Bulgarian-G-reek frontier,
hub leaving XIV Axw^r Corps as a reserve arn0r behind the
Bx^arian armies covering the Turkish front (4th and 3rd
Bulgarian Armies) ●

Dividing line between Panzer Grovp 1 and XIV Arnvy Corp>s:

Ruse (Ruschuk) , Tmovo, Stara Zagora, Harmanli (towns and roads to
Panzer Groi^) l) , the Harmanli-Edime road (latter town to XIV
Amy Corps) ●

It is the immediate task of Panzer Group 1 to execute the whole of
the deplo^smtent (inolxiding XVTII Amy Gorps) on the Bulgarian-Gi?eek
frontier swiftly and inconspicuously so that they can make a stirprise
orpssing of the Bvdgarian-Greek frontier on X-Day with the strongest
possible force. At the same time the bialk of the forces are to be
assembled to form a concentrated breakthrough point in the Petrioh
^ea.

After the mountain and infantry divisions have opened up the
frontier passes, strong mobile forces are to be sent in without
delay as far as Salonica and across the river Vardar (Axios) against
Edessa and Vorria, while weaker mobile forces are to roll up the
eneny front from the east by way of Gumul jina (Komotini) .

Precautions are also to be taken so that British attacks from the
Aegean Sea (landing attempts) can be warded off,

XIV Amy Corps - directly under the Anry - is to hold itself
ready in the general area of Stara Zagora - Yambol - Burgas -
Sliven so as to be able to hold up a Tvirkish thrust into Bulgaria
in the closest cooperation with the Bulgarian forces stationed
there.

The line Tumovo—orij-the—Maritsa (Simeonovgrad) — Yambol — B^urgaa
may not until farther orders be flown over or crossed by German
troops.

It is intended' later to place the 73rd Division under this command
for employment on the Greoo-Turkish frontier (on the river Maritsa
south of Edime) ,

(o) XI Amy Coips will hold itself in readiness after unloading (from
the end of March) to maroh on orders from the Amy into
Bulgaria over the Danube bridges at Tumu Magurele and Givtrgiu,
so that together with L Amy Corps they oan later relieve XIV
Amy Corps,

Bulgarian Amy

There is no change in the deployment and tasks of the Bulgarian
Amy.

Fliegaikorps VIII will be made ready so that

(a) when the eneny attacks it oan go into immediate action with partial
countoi^attacks on the Greek grovind organisation, traffic routes
and unloading porta and carry out reconnaissance (covering the
Greek bases, traffic in the port areas of the unloading bases
as woll as transport and troop movements against the Bvilgarian^
GrJc-dpfc frontier) ;

ooh intervene in the ground fighting if the eneny attacks
during the deployment period;

G, 240265/IF/10A9/35

(b)

/(o)

5.

6,
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(c) from X-Day, in direct cooperation with Panzer G-roi:^) 1, it can give

si:5)port first of all to the attack to open the Roi;^el Pass and
later to the mohile forces attacking Salonica and in action

along the coast, rolling up the eneiny front;

(d) it. can at once oppose attempts* by the British to land on the Aegean

coast (at Salonica, Kavalla, Dedeagash, etc,)

The rearward limit for dropping bomibs will be ordered by
Groi;p 1; also the line where air identification signs (swastxKa
are to be displayed.

The dividing lines between the German and the Italian air
be laid down later,

7» Reconnaissance

forces will

on X-Dayo
(a) Plights over the Greek theatre are authorised from Y hours

Even then however - in order to prevent frontier incidents —
flights may be made within a distance of 5 km, of the
Bulgarian and the Ji;^oslav-Greek frontiers without express or
from the Army,

no

-the-MaJ^i'fcsa -
line which

On the Bulgarian-Txirkish frontier the line Tumovo-on

Yanibol - Burgas, on the Greco-Txxmish frontier the railw^
runs from Tumovo-on~the-Maritsa along the Turkish frontier
Dedeagach may not bo flown over.

to

The Black Sea may be flown over xq) to a distance of 8  ̂ -tio a
Russian and Turkish coasts, and the Aegean Sea, from X-Bay» ̂
distance of 8 km, from Turkish territory.

In the event of Turkey remaining neutral, no air reco
flights will take place over Turkish territory.

In the event of armed intervention by Turkey XIV Arny
carry out air reconnaissance as far as the line: Uzunkopru

Corps may
- Kirk

Kilissa (Kirklareli) - Midye (tovms included), ●

nnaissance(b)

The task then will be to obtain as soon an po
of the direction, strength (breadth and depth) and main
the Turkic advance. The Black Sea coast is to be watched.

on
Panzer Groxap 1 may carry out air reoormaissaiice from Y hoxjrs

X-Day as far as the line: River Vardar (Axios) - Salonica -
coast of the Aegean Sea; concentrating in the direction of Salona

pliegerkorps VIII is requested, when flights over Greek areas
airthorised, to keep a good watch, to ascertain whether Greek

are withdrawn from Albania and whether eneny troops land on the nortn
coast of the Aegean Sea,

The importance is specially pointed out of rapid transmission
evaluation as well as reciprocal exchange of all air reconnaissance
results.

The Bulgarian Air Force will pass their reconnaissance results

direct to the Amy, Panzer Group 1 and Pliegerkorps VIII,

are

and

(c)

(e)

Air defence

Panzer Group 1 will order the anti-airorai't operations of its
Btibordinate formations for the deployment and later attack against Greece,
At the same time a heavy flak batteiy is to take over as before the defence
of Sofia* The 73rd Light Flak (5th Mountain Division) and the ?6th Light
Flak (2nd Panzer Division) will again be at the disposal of the 5th

/Moimtain
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Momtain Division and the 2nd Panzer Division respectively after these
divisions have crossed the Danube,

Anti-aircraft operations in the Stara Zagora - Yanibol - Burgas - Sliven
area will be ordered by XTV Amy Coi^ps, Stara Zagora and Biargas are
each to continue to be defended by a heavy flak batteiy, l/Plak 14
remains until further orders under the* eoiranand of XIV Amy Corps.

The anti-aircraft units of Pliegerkorps VIII will be employed for
the defence of the ground organisation of Plovdiv, Krainici (10 km.
north-east of Dipnitsa) and in the southern Struma vailley, with some
units ready to intervene in the ground fighting, by arrangement with
Panzer (rroip 1,

Protection of Varna and of the bridges over the Danube will be taken
over by the Luftwaffe Mission to Rumania.

Once again attention is called to the necessity for air protection for
the troops and for oamoxiflage as well an for careful preparation of
black-out ii^asures.

Battle headquarters;

12th Amy GSiQ - Chamkoriya
Panzer'Grpip 1 - from 11 March, Kocherinovo, 20 km, south of Dupnitsa
XiV Amy Corps - Burgas, later Stara Zagora
XI Amy Corps - Alexandria (probably from 15 March)
L Amy Corps - Constanta (probably from 16 March)
Pliegerkorps VIII - Kostenec

signed ; List,

C, in C, 12th Amy

Supplement to 12th Amy Order 2

RUMANIA 2nd Pe^er Division vmloading in the area around Craiova
   "Adolf Hitler" SS Division imloading, from 11 March, in Rosiori a.e
Vede area

73rd Infantiy Division in and around Alexandria, motorised elements
being en route for Ciurgiu, where they are due to arrive on 11 March

BULGARIA 12th Amy GHQ at Chamkoriya

^  PliegerkorpB VIII at Kosteneo
Panzer Groiip 1 at Kooherinovo, stibordxnate fomiatxons being;

Army Corps (Plovdiv) oomprising

60th (mot,) Division (Plovdiv)
9th Panzer Division (Tumovo-on-tha-M^xtsa)
2nd Panzer Division (unloading, see above)

The^rps area extends from Pazarjik - Plovdxv - Stara Zagora -
Nova Zegora - Turnovo (Maritsa) - Haskovo,

XXXX

. With roccmnalssanoe units

at Nevrokop, motorised elements around C, Belovo, and
remainder en route for Novoselci area

l6Lth Infantry Division (G-abrovo) , reconnaissance

^^laan, itptorised units round Karlovo, remainder between
Gabrovo and Kazanlik; . 4 + „ -.4-
infantiy Division (Ssvlievo) , reoonnsisssnoe umts at

^  ̂ including the 125th Infantry
from Sevlxevo to Trrn
tR^anxa, see above)

xmits at

ovo;ad

/

50th
^rtBilgraii, remainder

tent along.IP
'entry D^-va-sion75rd :

XVIII Amy
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XVIII Army Corps (Gorna Jumaya) comprising j. + -p
5th Mountain Division (Vladaja) , with motorised

the ̂ h from the Bechet bridge viaSofia, and remainder on
Ferdinand towards Sofia , _ -f-vip

6th Mountain Division (Svei Vrao), f \j.th reminder
move southwards between Petrohan Pass and Soil ,

following close behind
The 2nd and 3rd battalions

Regiment are in the Petrich area,
95th Mountain jVrtillery Regiment is on
Vratca,

of the 143rd Mountain Rifle
while the 3rd Battery of the

the move southwards near

»Adolf Hitler" SS Division (motorised) about to unload in Rumania, as
above

XrV Army Corps (Burgas) con^rising
11th Panzer Division (Yambol) and the
5th Panzer Division (Burgas) with units spread over the

Sliven - Yanibol - Aitos - Burgas

XI Army Corps, comprising the 56th, 76th, 198'bh and 29^th Infantry
Divisions

L Army Corps, comprising the 46th and 183rd Infantry ^ „
These 2 Corps have at this date not yet arrived in Bulg
southern Rumania,

or

Pliegerkorps XI GHQ,

12 liarch 19U

To the Chief of the General Staff

In the event of an attack on Lemnos the following is proposed:

General appreciation

operation by part of Pliegerkorps XI against the island of
ia possible as far as aviation and the terrain are concerned, time
to make the best \ise of the sinrprise element it is proposed that the
for the operation be chosen as early as possible, that is to say
simultaneoTosly with the crossing of the Greek frontier by the vanguard,
the German troops. In this way a dissipation of the British fighter
forces would be achieved, thus giving indirect protection to the movemen
of Pliegerkorps XI,

2, Appreciation of the eneny

The island is at the moment occupied by weak Greek police forces and
small British units. It wotild appear that soma anti-aircraft forces have
been installed, the exact strength of which has not yet been ascertained.
According to the latest reports the British are prepeiring further landings.
We are nevertheless of the opinion that energetic resistance to a sxjrprise
landing from the air is not likely,

re quired

the basis of the eneny appreciation we calciDLate that the following
would be needed:

1,

of

Forces

On
forces

n.»manajJ!g_OfCj=aeg= 0,0, 7th Pliegor Division, with Divisional Staff

/Troops:
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Troops: (a) Ground troops: 1 paratroop regiment
1 flak company

1 troop of the Parachute ilrtillery Unit
1 platoon of engineers
Signals units

1 medical conqpany
Supplies

Staff of an air transport Geschwader

5 air transport Gri;5)pen, less 2 Staffeln
1 Staffel of troop-carrying gliders
3 reconnaissance aircraft

It is proposed that the Divisional Staff together with the allocated
troops he directly \mder the command of Liiftflotte 4 during the operation.

Plans for execution /

(a)i Assembly

(■b) Plying units:

h.

The area aroimd Plovdiv is proposed as
off sirea,
airea by rail* Air transport Gruppen to move empty by air.
these, intermediate landing in the Vienna area.

The time required for assembly can only be notified after local
reconnaissance has been carried out and after disoxission with
Luftflotte 4 and the transport authorities#

Air operation

The Balkan Mountains (Rhodope Mts.) lying to the south of Plovdiv
prevent a direct flight by the transport planes. The intended ait»
iroute therefore leads over Haskovo, 70 km. south-east of Plovdiv,
ard thence direct to the objective. The flying distance amounts
to between 300 and 350 kSn, The range of the Ju 52, even with
troop-carrying gliders in tov/, is therefore sufficient.

an assembly and taking
The ground units and the glider Staffel to reach this

For

(c) Operation on the ground

It is planned to get a firm hold on the towns of Mudros and
Kastron as well as the country around Mudros Bay, including Livaai
airfield, in the first attack. Radiating thence the whole of the
island is to be occupied. By bringing in heavy weapons in the
second' wave the main body will be strengthened so that it can
effectively resist ary possible attempts by the British to land.

(d) Cooperation with the operational Luftwaffe

« strength of the cooperating bomber forces will depend on
further developnent of the eneny position on the island. It
probably be necessary to suppress the anti-aircraft artillej^
^ island immediately before commencing to land,

event of the eneny getting in fighter forees before the
the attack it will be necessary to put the eneny
out of action by a bombing raid,

allocation of three complete twin-engined fighter Gruppen
the air passage and landing is considered essential#

The
the
will
on the

In the
start of
fighters

The
to cover

(e; Supplies

Sipplies chiefly ammunition will be dropped from the air
shortly after the first wave goes into action, further sxpplies

/dropped
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dropped by He Ill’s to begin with and later landed by Ju 52's.
It is requested that one Staffed of He Ill's be detailed for tv/o

days for this pxirpose.

Since in the opinion of the Operations Division of the Naval
Staff the appearance of light hostile sea forces could

considerably delay shipping traffic with the mainland, 2 Jur^ers
Gruppen must continue to be available to fly in supplies vntxl tne
sea link has been restored.

Preparations for assembly

(a) Ground organisation

I

5,

Five airfields with refuelling capacity sufficient for
litres per Gruppe daily, of which each field mtist be capable o

of the airfielcs
with rail

feeding 100,000 litres within two hoiars. One

preferably on the forv/ard edge of the assembly area p-^res
connections and decentralised storerooms with 10,000 square m-

of covered area. Here there is to be storage space g_
(decentralised) to take about 900 tons of ammunition,

and jettisonable gear, A repair shed preferably on each fi® »
if this is not possible then at least one repair shed for every
tv/o Gruppen.

of
Each airfield must have billeting facilities for l600 men,

which 100 will be officers, within a maximum radius of l5

If the place intended as a supply dumo has a railway siding
follov/ing v/ill be required for the erection of the supply depo

1 supply company 60 lorries,! land defence platoon. If there
railway sidings, the requirements will be increased to 2 supp y

companies, 100 lorries and 1 land defence platoon.

It would appear advisable to set up an aiivsea rescue service
during the operation.

Before the assembly an operational and control network mos'*'
installed, and direct telephone connections between the fi"'^® ^

well as with the operational headquarters of the divisic^^^®^
staff will be required, if possible with teleprinter circuits*

It will be necessary to prepare a temporary airfield headquarters
for later operations in the battle area,

signed ; Student,

as

(b)

(o)

(d)

G.OoC. Pliegerkorps XI

IJeleprint

fVom; OKW Staff

OKL Staff

Consideration is being given to creating a zone on the Turkish frontier
v/hioh be entered by Gernian troops when Greece is occ\pied*

The Luftwaff*® is requested to advise how far it is interested in an
(jgctensiQjj the oooxpied area towards the east.

dated I3 March 1941

/since
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Since, a seiz\ire of the island of Lemnos has to be taken into account, the
question must also be considered from the point of view of the ground
organisation necessary for such an operation.

Teleprint reply to above

5^om: OKL Operations Staff

^o; OKW Operations Staff

dated I4 March 194L

It is requested that a zone 30 km, wide be established along the Turkish
frontier;

Fuehrer Headquarters,

16 March 1941

When the Aegean coast has been taken it is intended to occupy Lemnos with
Germani troops, in the event of the island not being occupied by the British
only weakly so*
taken by sinrprise from the air, and secured by a following transfer of arny
units by the sea route,

●

The capture from the air and the air cover necessary for effecting,
surprise will be arranged by the Luftwaffe,

V

or
The operation is to be so prepared that the island will be

The most favourable moment woiold appear to be the day of the conanencement
of the operations against Greece, provided the Lviftwaffe believes it can

-  hold the island for 8 to 10 days without receiving siipplies by sea.

'  Preparations for taking across the garrison troops will be a matter for
the 12th Amy G,H,Q, working in conjunction v/ibh the Navy, Operations
division of the Naval Staff will go into the question of bringing in Italiaji

'  surface forces to act as escort* No oontaot may however* yet be made with
■tJhe Italian authorities.

It is requested that plans in detail and progress of preparations be
i*eported by 25 March 1941 ● OKW will issue the order to carry out the
operation.

When the whole of the Greek mainland has been oocv5)ied all branches of
the Armed Foirces are to prepare for a swift ocoiipation of the Cyclades,
O^era v^ill be issued later as soon as it oan be foreseen whether the

.  general situation in the Aegean Sea permits at all of such intentions being

signed : Keitel

Chief of Staff, oEff

Operations Division of the Naval

Berlin, 18 March 1941M. i.OKlf i.,,,
op to (3 for information to: OKH Operations Staff and OKL Operations Staff

Re Qcbupatibn of Lemnos

/I.
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With refulgence to plans for the occupation of the island of Lenmos

after the Aegean coast has been taken Operations Division of the Naval
Staff reports the following:

I.

It has no means of combat at all at its disposal in the Aegean*
to Lemnos xs

1.

Therefore the possibility of carrying troops by sea
dependent on

(a) the situation of the enen\y which will have to be fo\ind out by

meeins of ample air reconnaissance;

(b) air forces being provided to keep the enerqy off and to carry out
anti-submanino patrols.

only be given if2. An evaluation of the possibilities of ferrying can _
it is made clear what transport is available after the ports o
Salonica and Volos as well as the small harbours on the ^
of Thrace have been taken. It is the first and foremost i:as
the Naval C, in C. South-East and the authorities under hxm t

at once.
locate, get hold of and prepare this transport space

jand western
The en3-istment of German shipping from the Black Sea

Mediterranean also comes into the ciuestion.
and

The distance of the island of Lemnos from the coast °^^^^°(3gnuate
from Salonica and Volos is relatively small. provided that
transport is available, it shomd bo possible to cross niair^y
the hoiars of darkness, and so avoid enemy attacks from ^ts
ohoice of the time for the crossir\g must be dependent on t e
received on the eneiiy situation.

5.

transT^orts is
rJavalof the

The introduction of Italian naval forces to protect
very much desired. According to t;he Operations Division
Staff, however, this will only.be possilxi.e v/hen the G-reek
and the Peloponneso is under the control of the Axis powers,

then a move of Italian light navtl forces through the Strait oi
Cerigotto could hardly succeed, especially if the initiative
Italians so far is talcen into account.

the

niainl

of

4.

ai'^^
Before

 the

Salorxxoa
andIt is desirable that the protection of the transports t’ro*^

and Volos be taken over by one torpedo boat or destroyer flotH
one }(5TB flotilla at each place. In :iny event these forces muts
prepared in the Aegean even after the successfvl occupation

Lemnos for similar tasks (Cyclades) and for escorting supijli®'*^
Lemnos.

of
to

With reference to the 3-10 days period before the arrival of
first reinforcements for the airborne troops in€;?.itioned in the
oommiinication, the Operations Division ol‘ the Naval Staff once mo^
emphasises that tVie date for this arrival is primarily dependent
finding suitable transport. It is extremely probable that under
Biitish guidance shipping in the harbours in question will be either
suink or rendered unserviceable.

on

II*

Airborne troops landed on Lemnos at the beginning of the campaign
will therefore very possibly have to rely on their own resotirces or on
supplies from the air for considerably longer than 8 to 10 days,

signed : Fricke

/Teleprint
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Teleprint

Frcaa: Oia Operations StafY . dated 19 ISaroh 1941

Toj ■ Fliegerkorps XI, Luftflotte 4 and the Qiaartermaster General.

Preparations for the occupation of the island of Lemnos are to he made
so that freon 21 March 1941 after seven days* warning the occuqpation can he
carried out at any time from the eighth day.

The island must also he ahle to he held for 8 to 10 days without
receiving supplies hy sea*

Code-^word for preliminary warning;

Code-word for execution:

The order preliminary warning and execution will he issued hy OKL.

Example:

21 March 1941: XI Fliegerkorps, Luftflotte 4 and the Quartermaster General
receive codeword "Get ready for Hannibal",

"Get ready for Hannihal",

'Carry o\it Hannihal on the

transfer of elements of Pliogerkorps XI to thefrom 22 March 1941:
taking»-off area in Bulgaria,

28 March 1941: Fliegerkorps XI, Luftflotte 4 and the Quartermaster General
receive code-word "Carry out Hannihal on 29 March,"

Occupation of the island.29 March 1941:

Fliegerkorps XI, Luftflotte 4 and the Qiiarterinaster General are
requested to report: detailed plans and progress of preparations to OKL
Operations Staff hy the evening of 23 March,

dated 22 March 1941OKL Gpera^i®^® Staff

Luftflotte 4
Fliegerkorps XI

General

From;

To:

Re: "hiarita"

for Hannihal (1st day 23 March 1941) ●»Get ready

Teleprlnt

From: OKL dated 22 Maixsh 15413 Staff Operations

okH, Amy General StaffTo:

I  g. OKL io getting one reinforced paratroop regiment ready for
tho ocGUoation of Lemnos, Preparations are being so made that with
7 flAvn nmliminary warning from OKL the operation from tho area around
Plov^v can take place from the eighth day. It is however pointed out

1.

/that
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latest appreciation of the situation submitted by

the 12th Anqy, with which General von Richthofen agrees, an occ\:pation of
I^nmos can be considered at the earliest on X-Day  + 3 (X being the 1st day
of the attack on Greece) ●

The energy position at the moment is estimated to be such that the forces

01 Fliegerkorps VIII will without exception be required during the first

few days for cooperation with the amy. During this time they will not
e^ available for protecting and supporting the \inits of Fliegerkorps XI

being taken over to Lemnos and set down there,

supply Pliegerkorps VIII with further flying

toIt is not possible
forces.

Cyclics; The most favourable moment appears to be when the Luftwaffe
operating from the area around Athens can protect and support the landing
operations on the individual islands. Landings with land planes cannot
be cabled out on the islands. Occupation by paratroops and troop-
COTying gliders is not possible if the operation against Lemnos takes
place previously, or if fresh forces are not brought in for Fliegerkorps
S^e there are seaplane stations at a number of the Cyclades islands,

1  present examining to what extent it is possible to transfer sea-
planes from the aviatio

X

n schools (sea) for patrol duties - 3 H© 59’s
He 60 s for each seaplane station.

2,

I.

OKH Headqioarters

22 March 1941

Supplementary directive for the 12th Army

The dovelopmont of the situation in Greece leads us to expect that
British assistance, will put im a detamined resistance

S  attack. There is also the possibility that the Greeks, by
abandoi^ the district oast of Salonioa and by delaying the Gorman advance
over the rivers Stiymon (Struma) and Vardar (Axios). will defend themselves

“  ™^b^ns south-west and west of Salonioa, with the northern flankon the Jugoslav frontier,

loss of this defence position the defence of Greece can if
continued down to Athens in further positions resting on

Command succeed in bringing
fighting \jnits into action in these rear positions at the right time.

The B.^earaxjce of British forces (two or three divisions to begin with)
on the Greek front mxist be taken into

T^key's attitude appears to be sxifficiently clarified and intervention
on the part of Turkey is not expected,

2m Task for the 12th Arn^v

(a) It is the task of the 12th Amy to break the Greek resistance as
quic ly as possible, to taks speedy possession of the Greek district
east of the Pindus Mountains as well as of Attica, and finally to
occupy the Peloponnese,

1.

account.

This will depend on the prevention of the withdrawal to the west of
the eneny forces operating in the district each of the Vardar and
on their destjruotion, and at the same time on forcing as quickly as
^ssible an entry into the Greek mountain oomtiy west of Salonica
before the eneny is able to set up a defence in strength in this
district. Finally mobile forces are to drive forward without delay
in the direction of Larissa and Athens in order to prevent the eneny
frem setting up a defence line further back.

/A
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A simultaxieous attack by the lta.li.an forces west of the Pindus

Mountains is to he expected. It is not intended to set up a
general German command over the forces of both sides operating
against Greece, The necessaiy influencing of the Italian arny

groiq) in Albania should be effected throi:igh a lisison staff.
Orders follow later on this point,

.An order will be issxied by OKL concerning the boundaries of the
operational areas of the Italian and German air forces.

As a cover against Turkey it will suffice to^ leave XIV Amy Corps
in temporary possession,

on entry into eastern Thrace, as a gesture towards Turkey, the
Greek distriot in front of Adrdanople (Edime) and lying to the

east of the bridge at Demotika is not to be disturbed by German
troops without special authority,

(b)' The islands of Thasos and Samothrace and, in given circumstances,
Lemnos are to be taken by early date in order to
prevent the British installing themselves in these islands.

OI0A baa been asked to investigate whether suitable shipping can be
held iready in Bulgarian harbours and transferred to the Greek
enibazking harbours (primarily Dede Agach) , in case no suitable
shipping is seized along the Greek coast.

It is intended to oootpy the island of Lemnos if the island
is not ocoxjpied by the British or is only weakly held.
Preparations for the occupation are to be made in such a manner
that the island will be taken by surprise from the air by

formations of the Luftwaffe, or will be secured by a following
transfer of units of the 12th Amty by the sea route,

12th Army GHQ, in cooperation with the Navy, is to make,
preparations for fervying across the garrison troops. Plans in
detail and progress of preparations are to be reported as
soon as possible, OKH will issue the order for the execution
of the operation.

(o') Conoemxng later tasks of the Amy; an order will be issued in
due course. OKH hopes to use as few forces as possible of the
12th Amy for purely garrison duties and to leave these duties
pirimarily to the Italians,

In the course of further duties the question may axise of

oGcuEying the Cyolades,

3, Gooperation with the Bulgarian forces

The entry of Bulgarian formations into Thrace is not desired so long
as the eneny takes no military action in or against Bulgarian territory.
3ho\iLd that happen however it is left for 12th Arj^ GHQ to decide
when the defence of the coast between the districts at the mouths
of the Strymon and Maritsa is to be taken over by Bulgarian
The Bvilgarian troops are not to be moved into the district north
of the OrtakoJ - Demotika road,

Participation by Jugoslavia

Th the distant future it may possibly be necessary to authorise

Jugoslav troops to move up to Salonioa,

/5»
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5., Allocation of forces (see supplement 2)

For carrying out the operation the forces of Panzer Grot^ 1 (without
HQ Staff) will be at the disposal of the 12th Amy GHQ, as well as the
4th fountain Division whose removal in the direction of Salonica is being

hastened. Of the III Aufmarschstaffel, L Aray Corps staff, the 4^th
and 294th Divisions are at the disposal of the 12th Amy. To begin with
they are to be broiaght up to the line Sofia - Stara Zagora.

The HQ Staff of Panzer Group 1 will withdraw from the 12th Amy with
effect from 31 March and will be sent off on other duties,

* XrV Amy Corps and part of the GHQ troops will return from Bulgaria
to Rumania to take part in another assignment, (See supplement 2).

Plans for Barbarossa will be changed in that operations by the l2th Amy
from Rumania will be dropped. I2th Amy GHQ will remain in the south-eas

even after the close of the operation Marita, with any troops that the
situation requires. Directions for its later duties and directives for
later cooperation with the Italians v/ill be issued in due course.

6.

well as require-Oopies of plans (disposition of forces and organisation) as   _
ments from the Navy and Luftwaffe should be submitted as soon as possible.

7.

It is desired that the operation should start at the beginning of
notice of the day intended for the attack is to be passed to OKH by ret ●

signed : von Brauchitsch

Supplement 1, The Neutral Zone on the Tixrkish Greek frontier

the
The western boundary of this zone is indicated by  a line running from

point where the Bulgarian, Turkish and Greek frontiers meet southwardsp so
the following villages are in the neutral zone:

that

Krios - Plati - W^tos - Ambelakia - Lagos - Thirea thence to a point
-the town of Dimotika (Greek side) and the railway bridge over the Kizil st^ *
fphe Groco“Turkish frontier is then followed to a point south-east of Ferrai

thence along the northern branch of the Maritsa to the Aegean Sea.

Supplement 2. Forces available

A# Major fotroations

The following are at the disposal of the 12th Amy (3iQ for the attack
on Greece,

1. HQ Staff of XXXX Amy Corps
XIV Amy Corps
XVIII Amy Coips
XXX Amy Corps

2nd Panzer Division
9th Panzer Division

60th Infantry Division (Motorised)
SS Division "Adolf Hitler"
4th Mountain Division
5th Mountain Division
6th Mountain Division

X.

/50th
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50th Infantiy Division
72nd Infantry division
73rd Infantiy Division
l6l|.th Infantry Division
125th Infantry Hegiment

2« Fixan the III Auftnatschstaffel;

available at first only as far

as the line Sofia - Stara Zagora^

3# As a covering grox:^ against Tiirkey the following remain for a limited
period (see paragraph II) o

HQ Staff of XIV Amy Corps
5th Panzer Division
11th Panzer Division

The following will withdraw from the 12th Amy force:

1* Staff of Panzer Grotp 1 with headquarters troops to arrive in the
Budharest - Piatra Olt entraining area by 8 April,

2, HQ Staff of XIV Amy Corps with Corps and headquarters troops,
5th Panaer Division and 11th Panzer Division, to arrive
in the Bucharest - Piatra Olt entraining area by
18 April, 10 ii.pril and 18 April respectively.

HQ Staff of L Amy Corps
46th Infantry Division
294th Infantry Division

II.

3. SS Division "Adolf Hitler" to arrive in the Bucharest -
liatra 01"fe entraining area by 3 liey.

4* HQ Staff of XI Amy Corps with Corps troops, ?6th Infantiy Division
and 198th Infantry Division to remain in Rumania for other
employment.

B. GHQ troops

Luftwaffe units to remain with the 12th Amy :

Staffs of senior Luftwaffe officers with 12th Amy and XXXX Amy Corps
with XXX Amy Corps
with XVIII Amy Corps
with XXXX Amy Corps

IfH) Panzer I4 with 2nd Panzer Division
llH) Panzer 23 with 9th Panzer Division
4(H) 32 with XI Amy Corps, and the L Amy Corps
Light Flak Battery 76 with 2nd Panzer Division
Light Flak Battery 86 with 9th Panzer Division
3/Plak Battery 64 with XXX Amy Corps
I/Fiak Battery 43 with XVIII Amy Corps
iy'Plak Battery 24 v/ith XXXX Amy Corps
l/piak Battery 14 at the disposal of 12th Amy G2iQ

Luftwaffe unite "to be withdrawn from the 12th Amy:

5(H)13
2i 10
4(h) 22

Staffs of senior Luftwaffe officers from PaiXiS®!* Grox:p 1 and XXV Amy Corps
2(h) Panzer 31
3(H) Panzer 21
Light Flak Battery 84
Light Flak Battery 71
Light Flak Battery 74
light Flak Battery 73
Light Flak Battery 85
I/Flak Battery 3?

from XIV Amy Corps

/The
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The GHQ troops being withdrawn miast arrive in the entraining area
.Bucharest - Piatra Olt by 17 April,

Fuehrer Headquarters ,

22 March 1941

Subject; Declaration of an operational area in the Eastern Mediterranean

With the commencement of hostilities against Greece the
Government of the German Reich will declare as an operational

the eastern Mediterranean including the Aegean Sea, together
waters already closed to neutral shipping by the Italian Goverranen^*
At the same time the German Armed Forces are authorised to carry o-

unrestricted warfare against all shipping.

area
with th

1.

e

Excluded from this are the Turkish territorial waters, the shippi^^®
and the Sea of Marmora, which will continue to be open to neu
Shipping in these waters will not be attacked.

Turkish territory must not be violated by aircraft of the Luftw
except in cases of emergency.

2. When the flying \anits are allowed free action against ^^;^ations
Greece on the commencement of the Marita attack, ̂ ^ips

in the Corinth Ccuir-l must not bo attacked, since the is of the
of our o\m shipping thro\:gh the canal after it has eeen
utmost importance.

signed : Keitel

Chief of Staff, OKW

(iated 22 Moroh 1941OKL Operations Staff

Luftflotte 4Toi

Provided the Reichsxnarschall agi^ses, it is intended to rei^oirce
wai®S®rkorps VIII now with Stab St.G,3, Il/st.G.2 and III/K,0rOU»

ijh® formations of Pliegerfuehrer South-east will be ^  VIII

us

^■fcion in their battle area and the later withdrawal of Plieg ^
^3,1 be made eeisier.

Th

additional accommodationlAiftflotte 4 is requested to advise whether the xtttt -i <=
the Geschwader Staff and the two Gruppen with Flieg®^^®^®

gsible at the moment.

^gieprint

Luftflotte 4

(j;oi OKL Operations Staff

dated 23 March 1941

Rainforoement of Fliegerkorps VIII by Stab St.G,3, Il/St»Go2 and
jjj/K,G,3o can proceed at once. Removal of Tarogul-Nou airfield oan be
parried out at once. Thence further movements will be arranged by Pliegerkorpa
t/llJ i« direot liaison with the German Luftwaffe Mission in Rumania,

/Fuehrer
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Fuehrer Headq.uarters

24 March 1941

Reconnaissance and attacks in the Greek territorial waters of Cretele:

The Fuehrer and Supreme Coimnander of the Armed Forces has ordered

TOconnaiss^e and attacks on all naval forces (including Greek ones) in the
Greek territorial waters of Crete, effective at once*

for Chief of Staff, OKW

signed : Jodi

Fuehrer Headquarters,

25 March 1941

Subject; Capture of Lemnos by the Luftwaffe

It is desirable that the island of Lemnos should be occupied aa early
as possible by the Luftwaffe,
out, the easier it will be,

Siroe the Geiman flying formations in Bulgaria must be held ready to
support the advaiKje over the frontier, and will thus not be able to assist
_ he parachute operations, the latter will have to be postponed for the time
°®3-ng.

The earlier the operation can be carried

The new time will be settled by 12th Arny GiiQ in agreement with the
approp^ate Luftwaffe authorities, who have received their directive from
the Luftwaffe accordingly. Efforts are however to be made to carry out
he occiqpatiion at the earliest date on which the necessary flying forces

can be made available, -y

it will be advisable to reinforce the flying formations operating
frcm Rumania, especially with dxve-boxnber units,
ivit^ewn from employment in Italy, the Naples -
still remain asooi*ted.

If these forces are
Tripoli convoy route must

signed ; Jodi

Teleprint

IVora: OKRT Operations Staff

OKL Operations Staff
OKH Operations Staff

dated 2? Marcli 19^

To:

The Fuehrer has decided that 12th Arny GHQ, acoording to the weather
tho FliegerJcorpa VlII is to decide on the moment to commsnoe
+n T April remains desii^l>Te as M-Da^r and the date ig
zo b© reported xn advance to OKV/, '

/OKL
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OKL is to ensTxre that any intended attacks "by 2\ttack
territory do not take place before the boramencement of the “Marxta
(territorial waters of Crete excepted).
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